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Abstract
Ionic liquids represent an emerging attractive material in membrane technology. The
central theme of this doctoral dissertation is to develope novel membranes using ionic liquids. Two
different approaches were used to prepare ionic liquid membranes including the immobilization of
ionic liquid within the membrane pores or the use of pressure assembly method to deposit a
selective ionic liquid layer on the top membrane surface.
In chapter 2, imidazolium ionic liquids with three different alkyl halides were successfully
synthesized and used to prepare supported ionic liquid membranes (SILMs). SILMs preraper were
tested for aqueous and nonaqueous applications. For nonaqueous applications, the trend of
separation was found to be divinylbenzene> styrene> toluene, which was attributed to the extended
conjugation of π electron cloud. For nonaqueous system, preferential separation of different dyes
was achieved.
In chapter 3, SILMs have been tested for the fractionation of organic compounds.
Fractionation of a feed stream consisting of benzene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene in tetradecane
and cis- and trans-stilbene in hexane were investigated. Differences in the π electron cloud density
of the aromatic solutes influence their interactions with the imidazolium cation which can affect
the rates of transport. In the case of the three aromatic solutes the degree of conjugation and
molecular weight increase in the order of benzene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene. However, for
cis-and trans-stilbene, the mass transfer coefficient was larger for all three ionic liquids. Aqueous
SILM was used as the liquid membrane phase to fractionate two nucleobases: thymine and
cytosine in water. The mass transfer coefficient for thymine was 5.5 times greater than cytosine
indicating the possibility of exploiting multimodal interactions fractionate compounds.

Chapter 4 constitutes the preparation of novel polyionic liquid augmented membranes that
were fabricated using pressure assisted self-assembly and employed for π- electron cloud mediated
separation of aromatics from their aliphatic homologs. The prepared membranes can be employed
for the fractionation of aromatics such as benzene, toluene, p-xylene, nitrobenzene. Further, these
augmented membranes were demonstrated to have preferential separation of one stereoisomer over
others.
Finally, chapter 5 includes conclusions drawn out of this research and future directions
and recommendations.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Membrane Based Technology
A membrane is basically defined as a barrier that selectively permeates targeted species
while limits the transport of other ones in a mixture. The membrane definition is so broad since
the membrane could be; porous and nonporous, homogenous or heterogeneous, symmetric or
asymmetric in structure, a charge or neutral surface, and made of organic or inorganic materials.
Ultimately a membrane has the ability to discriminate between molecules. Permeation of
individual components through a membrane is achieved via a driving force. The driving forces
could be established by concentration, pressure or temperature gradient or even by an electric field
[1]. Membrane based separation provides a clean, economically viable, easy to operate, efficient
separation procedure with the ease of sizeable industrial scale adaptation. Hence, the pace of
developing membrane separation processes has been accelerating for the last couple of decades
[2].
1.2 Membrane processes
Commercially implemented membranes are typically composed of a homogeneous organic
or inorganic material which allows the components to be separated from a mixture and permeated
through at different rates. Due to its favorable technological characteristics, membrane-based
technology was extensively employed in the field of water treatment including wastewater and
bio-pharmaceutical separation [3]. Nonaqueous based separation using membranes has also
become popular in recent days. Though membrane based technology is widely used, constant R&D
efforts have been conducted to improve the membrane performance either in terms of flux,
selectivity or antifouling properties of membranes [4].
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Improvement during membrane fabrication or via modification of the surface morphology
of the membrane are the two approaches followed to achieve desired membrane performance.
Among the membrane processes, pressure driven membranes (microfiltration, ultrafiltration,
nanofiltration and reverse osmosis), electrodialysis (ED), as well as membrane distillation (MD)
have been extensively applied for water treatment including portable drinking water, a variety of
industrial wastewater, brackish water, agricultural wastewater and even in municipal wastewater
streams [5]. The membrane based separation is highly advantageous over other conventional
techniques especially in food and pharmaceutical industries due to the mild experimental
conditions, which assure the quality of such products in terms of taste, aroma, color, biological
activity, etc. remain unaltered [4–7].
The separation mechanism in membrane processes is based on a difference in: size of
molecules (micro and ultrafiltration membranes), vapor pressure (membrane distillation), affinity
(adsorption or absorption), solubility and diffusivity of materials in the membrane (membranes for
gas separation), the electrical charge of the species (electrodialysis), or the facilitated transport
(liquid membranes). These classifications can be narrowed down to three main categories: porous
membranes, dense membranes, and electrically charged membranes.
In spite of these wide range of membrane technology applications, some crucial challenges
need to be overcome in order to have long term commercialization. Some of the significant
challenges are as follows;
I.

Membrane fouling is one of the critical problems faced by membrane technologists.
The interaction of feed components with the membrane materials leads to membrane
fouling resulting in deterioration of the overall membrane performance in terms of
reduction in flux, loss of selectivity, changes in rejection etc. [8]. Since surface
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properties play a significant role in membrane performance, modification of
membrane surface has been demonstrated to be successful. However, the nature of
modification solely depends on the membrane materials, nature of feed constituents
and the operation conditions. Controlled modification of the membrane surface to
achieve desired performance without compromising other factors is challenging.
II.

Size exclusion is the most common basis for the membrane-based separation.
Therefore, mutual separation of two components of the same molecular weight
remains one of the biggest challenges in membrane technology especially in
nonaqueous separation. Therefore, the development of membrane-based separation
guided by different physical properties is essential.

III.

Concentration polarization leading to a deterioration of membrane performance is
another drawback that has to be addressed. Several approaches have been reported in
the literature either by feed conditioning or by incorporating reversible responsiveness
near the boundary layer of the membrane. The incorporation of different stimuli into
the membrane to achieve reversible responsiveness is essential.

IV.

Biofouling due to the interaction of membrane materials with microorganisms is
another major challenge while processing wastewater [9]. The antimicrobial growth is
of concern during the preservation of the membrane materials. Therefore, the
membrane with inherent anti-microbial activity is desired to sustain membrane
performance without biofouling.
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1.3 Advanced membrane separation
Due to the increasing concern about environmental pollution and the establishment of more
stringent regulations, researchers and industrial corporations have intensively started seeking
novel environmentally friendly and potentially more economical technologies [10]. In several
industries, for example petroleum refineries, solvent mixtures accumulate due to recycling
deficiency and difficulty of their separation. Breaking down of mixtures into their pure
components is a necessity for their reuse. This has led to an accelerated focus on the development
of membrane technology for the advanced separation because of favorable features that overcome
the drawbacks associated with classical separation techniques. Features such as low energy
consumption, moderate pressure, and perhaps the most preferred property is their selective
permeation, are vital for their vast applications [11]. Given these advantages over the conventional
processes, membrane technology could be found in industries like petroleum, electrochemical, and
pharmaceutical for the treatment of waste stream and purification of downstream products.
In the petrochemical industry, membrane processes could be implemented for a selective
permeation of aromatic over aliphatic compounds using various processes like pervaporation [12]
adsorptive membranes [13] and supported liquid membranes [14] which otherwise require high
cost and larger footprints via conventional methods. Thus, membranes with higher transport
selectivities and permeabilities are necessary to achieve optimal performance. Chemical features
of the membrane, and of the molecule to be selectively transported can be exploited to enhance
transport selectivity, these include charge, chemical interactions, and molecular size. Traditionally,
microporous membranes have been used for size based exclusion with high permeability for
species smaller than the membrane molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) while large components are
retained in the feed tank. Membrane MWCO is an essential tool to predict solute rejection by
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membrane filtration because size exclusion is such a vital mechanism. Membrane suppliers
provide MWCO information regarding solute rejection tests using macromolecules such as
proteins and dextrans that are uncharged [15]. However, the need for developing advanced
techniques with low membrane fouling, high selectivity and high permeate flux is necessary to
meet industrial demands. The scope of recent research and development is to focus on radical
enhancement in selectivity while maintaining the membrane high permeability and low fouling
characteristics. In particular one can make use of surface interactions to obtain separations among
species of similar molecular weight.
1.4 Novel mechanisms in membrane separation
To expand membrane applications in separation science efficiently, researchers have
started looking at nonconventional separation mechanisms. Though membranes are generally
characterized by their pore size and molecular weight cut off for solutes rejection, solutes with
molecular size or collision diameter bigger than the pores diameter are retained in the feed side of
the membrane process. Lately, novel approaches have been explored by scientists to make the most
use of membranes in separation areas where conventional mechanisms have not met the demand.
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1.4.1 Charge based separation mechanism
Microfiltration membranes (MF) are used to separate particles in the size range of 0.1–10.0
µm while ultrafiltration (UF) membranes with 1–100 nm pore size are suitable for the separation
of proteins and other macromolecules [16]. Hence, UF membranes have been extensively
commercialized in the pharmaceutical industry for polishing downstream products and
concentrating protein feed. The separation mechanism of porous membranes is generally through
sieving while novel charged membranes were recently developed for a more efficient separation
mechanism involving both size and charge based exclusion for separation/fractionation of protein
molecules. Molecules with a similar charge to the membrane surface could be retained by the
electric repulsive force. Thus, if a membrane is negatively charged, then solutes with low cationic
charge density and high anionic charge density are effectively repelled while neutral charge species
are not included in this mechanism and as a result, their rejection is highly governed by the
membrane pore size. In consequence, charged species much smaller than the membrane pore size
could be rejected by a membrane of similar charge while the same size species that do not carry
electric charge are transmitted through the membrane readily [17,18].
Membranes from different materials with positive or negative charges were generally used
for selective protein separation due to interactions between transporting species and membrane
surface. Not only is selective transport achieved via charged membranes but also low fouling prone
membranes because of electrostatic repulsion with similar charge foulants. Several parameters
including pH and ionic strength of the feed solution could significantly affect the overall
membrane performance. Early studies by Zydney and his collaborators have shown that
electrostatic interactions between charged proteins and the membranes surface, as well as the pH
values and ionic strengths, have severe effects on protein separation [19–21].
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For example, for the filtration of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and immunoglobulin G
(IgG) in high salt concentration, the selectivity was drastically modified from a value of only two,
at pH 7 and high salt concentrations, to more than 30 simply by adjusting the pH to 4.7 and
lowering the solution ionic strength [22]. This was attributed to the electrostatic repulsion of IgG
with a positive charge at pH 4.7, while the uncharged BSA is highly permeable through the
membrane. This has paved the way for more exciting new opportunities using electrostatic
interactions in the optimization of membrane systems for protein purification. Another research
reported preliminary results of protein filtration through both neutral and positively charged
polyacrylonitrile membranes, with the latter chemically modified with a quaternary amine [23].
Considerably higher permeation of BSA through the positively charged membrane was observed
in comparison with the base membrane at pH above the protein isoelectric point (negatively
charged BSA). Miyama et al. [23] related this observation to the electrostatic interactions between
the negatively charged BSA and the positively charged modified membrane.
Another application of charge based membranes is the purification of wastewater
containing natural organic matter (NOM) based on molecular electrostatic interaction with a
charged membrane surface [24]. Economic factors are directly linked to the membrane
performance, such as selectivity toward the targeted components, flux deterioration, and perhaps
more importantly fouling of the membranes. The ideal feature of a membrane employed for
organic rich water purification is a negatively charged surface to repel natural organic matter that
is negatively charged as well. Hence, this electrostatic repulsion will mitigate the possibility of
membrane fouling due to NOM attachment and will maintain stable flux over the operation course
[25]. Further, this charge aversion is utilized to reject molecules based on their charge, regardless
of their molecular size. NF membranes are extensively known for their negatively charged surface.
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However, recently positively charged membranes have attracted a lot of attention. Some studies
have shown that positively charged NF membrane tends to have a higher rejection rate for divalent
cations and cationic dyes than that of a negatively charged NF membrane [26].

1.4.2 Hydrophobic interactions
The simplest definition of hydrophobic interaction is the aggregation of nonpolar species
in a polar solvent such as water due to the hydrophobic effect. Thus, the association of these
noncharged molecules in polar media is termed as hydrophobic interactions. Nonpolar molecules
are unable to participate in hydrogen bonding so their presence in polar media is not favorable.
When a drop of oil is introduced to a polar medium, such as water, the water molecules tend to
form cages around the oil molecules. Hydrophobic interaction is a thermodynamically governed
phenomenon that determines the spontaneity of the mixing of hydrophobic molecules and water
[27].
For example, the presence of oil molecules in water induces the disassociation of hydrogen
bonds among water molecules to have a space for the nonpolar molecules. This hydrogen bonding
disassociation is endothermic as heat is added to the system to break the bonds. However, the
effects of enthalpy are insignificant since it could be positive, negative, or even zero, depending
on whether the hydrogen bonds disassociation is complete or partial. Water molecules disrupted
by the presence of the nonpolar molecules will make new hydrogen bonds around the nonpolar
species. This orientation makes the system more uniform and decreases the total entropy of the
system. Thus, the entropy change is considerably large and dictates the mixing of hydrophobe and
water [28].
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This phenomenon is wildly implemented as a separation mechanism in membrane
technology, especially for protein purification, particularly in the pharmaceutical industry.
Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) membrane is microporous support and the
chromatographic ligands are attached to the surface of the membrane pores [29,30]. Membrane
chromatographic is easy and cheap to produce massively. In the separation of biomolecules, such
as proteins, the interaction between the immobilized hydrophobic ligands on and in the HIC
membrane and nonpolar regions of molecules during the convective flow through the membrane
pore is a thermodynamically favorable process. Phenyl-based HIC membrane adsorbers were used
for purification of α1-antitrypsin (AAT) from human plasma fraction. The results demonstrated
that recovery of 91.4% and a purity of 1.22 AAT/protein (g/g) could be achieved that were higher
than the recovery reported by using hydrophobic interaction chromatography column [31]. Further,
the same researchers later reported HIC membrane functionalized by dodecyl mercaptan ligands
to fractionate IgG from human serum albumin (HSA) and showed the purity of IgG in the elution
pool was above 94% [32].
1.4.3 Facilitated transport
In membrane technology facilitated transport means the involvement of a chemical agent
to selectively carry from the feed composition and ultimately increase the rate of transport. A
chemical agent can react reversibly with a specific solute and results in high selectivity and
permeability. This makes facilitated transport a very selective separation technique. The carrier
often is immobilized in the membrane pores so it conveys a selective solute from the feed side
through the membrane and releases it in the permeate side due to the difference of the chemical
conditions such as pH and electric charge and then diffuses back [33,34]. Thus, carrier selection is
crucial to optimize the transport, and a carrier with high association and dissociation rate constant
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is desirable [18]. Membrane selectivity indicates the permeation of desired solutes and retention
of the others on the feed side. Since the transport involves a chemical reaction between the solute
and the carrier, facilitated transport is not described by Fisk’s law. Hence, a solute could be
selectively carried against its concentration and not affected by equilibrium.
Facilitated transport is applicable to transfer a broad range of molecules and ions based on
several specific target permeants such as amino acids, organic acids, O2, CO2, olefin, and sugar,
etc. by using suitable carrier agents in liquid or solid composite membranes. A conventional
supported liquid membrane composed of microporous hydrophobic support filled by an organic
phase (carrier) that separates two aqueous or nonaqueous phases [35]. An important feature of the
carrier is its immiscibility with the feed and strip solutions and stability inside the membrane
structure due to surface tensions and capillary forces. Hence, liquid membranes (LMs) act like
liquid-liquid extraction systems in which the amount of deployed extractant is minimized. Due to
their exciting feature of carrying a solute against its concentration gradient, they can be efficiently
used for wastewater treatment, metals extraction and chemical/biomedical engineering systems
[36,37]. Furthermore, these systems could be operated with high permeability in comparison with
solid membranes because of the higher diffusion coefficients in liquids, low operating costs, and
easy feasibility [38,39]. In wastewater treatment, LMs offer the advantage of having an intensified
process consisting of sorption and stripping units for an efficient technology to remove hazardous
contaminants from wastewater streams and a selective cleanup.
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1.4.4 Pi electron cloud interaction
Another vital interaction that could be implemented in a selective separation technology is
the use of aromatic interactions. Aromatic compounds are unsaturated cyclic and planar molecules
that contain electrons located above and below the plane of the aromatic ring, which gives rise to
a π-electron cloud over the ring. The aromatic or π-cloud interaction is the interaction between
aromatic π-electrons of compounds and those of the solute species. Because of this cloud of π
electrons on top and below the flat face of an aromatic ring, the ring is negatively charged. Recently
research has studied the aromatic interactions happening in nature to provide an insightful
understanding of these interactions in terms of their usage as a driving force for selective
noncovalent interactions [40]. Two π-system interactions are involved in aromatic moieties;
-

π-π cloud interaction (electron donating/withdrawing interaction)

-

Cation-π interaction

1.4.4.1 π-π cloud interaction (electron donating/withdrawing interaction)
Among these highlighted interactions of π systems, the non-covalent attraction between
neutral closed to each other aromatic rings is often categorized using the term π-π interaction or πstacking [41–43]. Distinguishable types of geometries, namely characterize this interaction;
-

Edge-to-face or T-shaped

-

Face-to-face

-

Parallel displaced or stacked interactions

The T-shaped and stacking geometries are interactions between regions of positive and negative
charge while face to face geometry has partial electrostatic repulsion causing overlapping of
negatively charged regions. An extensive study by Hunter and Sanders demonstrated that the
interaction strength between two rings in parallel stacking configuration is changed based on the
11

introduction of an electron-withdrawing/donating substituent. The introduction of a moiety to
aromatic benzene ring will reduce or increase the repulsion of two systems and eventually change
the charge distribution among the aromatic molecule. Hence, the overall π-π interaction is
significantly modified by the strength of donor and acceptor substituent polarizability.
This interesting interaction was exploited in several areas such as analytical chemistry,
bioseparation, and even absorption. For example, Peng et al. [44] studied the effects of π–π
interactions on the adsorption of polyphenol from pomegranate peel extract on a graphene oxide–
cotton fiber composite adsorbent. Their results showed that the concentration of the aromatic
ellagic acid in the purified supernatant was tripled while the polyphenols concentration raised from
48% to 76%. In analytical chromatography, it was revealed that π–π interactions are directly linked
to the retention behavior of high and low aromaticity on different chromatographic media [45,46].
Moreover, π systems were proposed to be responsible for the recalcitrance of natural organic
matters in the soil, which is their resistance to being decomposed in the soil [47].
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1.4.4.2 Cation-π interaction
The cation-π interaction is a noncovalent interaction between a cationic moiety and the
planar surface of an aromatic π-system with an engagement distance of 6.0 Å [48]. It also could
be explained electrostatically as the interaction between a positively charged ion and the negative
surface of the ring represented by a cloud of electrons. Thus, electrostatic potential generally plays
a major role in the qualitative prediction of the strength of the cation-π interaction as a function of
ring substitution [49] where increasing electron-donating substituents owns an increase in the
negative potential above and below the ring resulting in a stronger interaction with a cation.
Binding energies of benzene with monovalent cations (e.g., Li+, Na+, K+, and Rb+) were
estimated experimentally and theoretically via computational studies to be as high as 167 kJ mol1

in the gas phase where it was found that bonding strength increases with the size of the cyclic

aromatic π-system and the presence of electron inductive groups [50,51].
Here this research work seeks the use of this π-system interaction through easy tunable
ionic liquids and membrane technology for continuous separation of aqueous and non-aqueous
aromatics with low energy consumption, small footprint equipment, smooth facilitation operation,
slick scale-up, and enhanced membrane properties.
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1.5 Ionic liquids and poly(ionic liquids)
Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic or inorganic salts with a melting point lower than 100 °C or
even lower than room temperature also referred to as room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs). This
definition is widely used to distinguish ionic liquids salts from the traditional salts where their
melting temperatures are much higher. Delocalization of their asymmetrical ions and the weak
intermolecular forces prevent the formation of the stable crystal lattice and cause considerable low
melting temperatures. As a consequence, they are known for their unique chemical properties such
as high chemical and thermal stability, negligible volatility and inflammability, low vapor pressure
and high ionic conductivity [52–54]. In view of the environmental concern in using volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), ionic liquids have gained a worldwide acceptance as a potential alternative
‘green solvent’ to VOCs due to some favorable properties like low vapor pressure, high degree of
chemical, radiolytic and thermal stability, a large potential window and a high degree of
solubilizing power for different kinds of materials including polymers [55]. The most exciting
properties of the ionic liquid are its easy tunability. A small change in either the cationic or the
anionic part of the ionic liquid may lead to a large change in their physicochemical properties.
Therefore, the proper understanding of the structure-activity relationship can be utilized to fine
tune the property depending on the requirements. Figure 1.1 illustrates the general salient features
of ionic liquid.
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Figure 0.1: Salient features of Ionic Liquid.

Recently, ILs have been utilized as building blocks of polymeric structures, generating a
new class of polyelectrolyte compounds known as poly(ionic liquid)s (PILs) or also called
polymerized ionic liquids. PILs have considerably grabbed the attention of researchers’ interest
because of their inherent combined features of ILs, including thermal stability, high ionic
conductivity, and adjustable solubility, with specific properties of polymers and processability.
Further, PILs appeared to play a significant role in the amplification of the IL functions, resulting
in performance that could not readily be afforded by ILs. As an example, the preparation of
membranes requires polymeric materials with excellent mechanical properties and film formation
as well as high efficiency for selective transport.
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The unique properties of ionic liquids have led to significant improvement in the separation
area of various industries such as electrochemistry [56], organic synthesis [57], nuclear industry
[58], biomass processing [59], analytical chemistry [60] and fuel cell applications [61]. The large
potential window of ionic liquids provides an opportunity for unconventional signature oxidation
state of metal ions, which was not possible by the conventional medium. The extraordinarily high
separation efficiency in the hydrometallurgical application of ionic liquid was mainly attributed to
the ion exchange mechanism during the separation. It was also reported that structural modification
in ionic liquid may promote the extraction mechanism to be ‘solvation’ instead of ion exchange
[62].
Unlike regular polyelectrolytes, PILs can be soluble not only in water but also in polar
organic solvents, depending on the anion/cation combination. Their solubility in organic regimes
is attributed to the hydrophobic character of their counter-anions and reduced columbic
interactions. Indeed, the solubility of ionic liquids is mainly dictated by the nature of the counter
anion which could be adjustable during the synthesis reaction or via efficient ion exchange. For
example, hydrophilic halides like (Cl-, I-, Br-) have the tendency to get dissolved in water while
the introduction of hydrophobic counter anion that includes tetrafluoroborate [BF4]-,
hexafluorophosphate [PF6]-, nitrate [NO3]- and bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide [Tf2N]- results
in these ILs immiscible with water [63]. In figure 1.2 the common cations and ions used in the
synthesis of ionic liquids are depicted.
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Figure 0.2: Cations and anions and their chemical structure that are commonly used in ionic liquids
synthesis [63].
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Though ionic liquids provide several attractive properties, their industrial scale application
suffers from their limitations. The ionic liquid is costly and highly viscous [64]. The high viscosity
results in slower kinetics in the hydrometallurgical applications. Though the ion exchange
mechanism improves the separation efficiency, it also leads to loss of either the cationic or anionic
moiety of the ionic liquid [65,66]. Though ILs have been advantageously implemented in chemical
synthesis and analytical chemistry, their use as novel functional materials for the various number
of applications e.g. in membrane separation processes, has also been playing a vital role in their
vast attraction.
In view of this, there is a need for a separation technique where the ionic liquid inventory
is much less, there is no loss of ionic liquid, taking advantage of its higher viscosity and at the
same time incorporating the tunable and unique properties of the ionic liquids.

1.5.1 Synthesis of ionic liquids
There are various ways to prepare ionic liquid salts which will be briefly described in this
section since the main focus of this dissertation is the implementations and applications of ILs in
membrane processes for a favorable performance in comparison with conventional membrane
materials. In this section, the methods of preparing ILs with emphasis on imidazolium based ionic
liquids as widely studied in this thesis and literature in general will be explained briefly. Ionic
liquids could be made via two paths which are alkylation or protonation.
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1.5.1.1 Preparing ILs by alkylation reaction
The alkylation of alkyl imidazole with a haloalkane is a widely used method for ionic liquid
formation, which involves a quaternization reaction to form a halide salt. This reaction has inherent
advantages which are the accessibility of relatively inexpensive alkyl halides and low temperature
requirements. Several alkylammonium halides are commercially available and they can be used
directly in metathesis reactions, among which are pyridinium and imidazolium halides [67]. Figure
1.3 is a schematic representation for imidazolium based ionic liquid synthesis via alkylation
reaction. Nonconventional methods like microwave and ultrasound techniques are being applied
in the quaternization reaction for higher purity ionic liquids [68]. Though this reaction is favorable
for the preparation of ILs due to its simplicity and mild control requirements, small traces of
contaminations of halide ions may react with solute materials and cause impurity for the final
product.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the preparation of imidazolium halides.
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1.5.1.2 Protonating for ILs synthesis
Another path that avoids contamination of the final product and is used for synthesizing
ionic liquids is through acid base neutralization method. This reaction is described by the reaction
of acid and base to form salt and water which is produced by the combination of H+ ions and
OH- ions. Salts are formed by neutralizing a mixture of equimolar of acid and base. The amount
of acid gives one mole of protons (H+) while one mole of (OH-) is represented by the amount of
base needed. There are straight forward reactions where an equal amount of the reactants are mixed
together and heated up to a certain temperature to obtain ionic liquid salts without the formation
of byproducts [69]. This method is extensively used to prepare high purity ionic liquids by the
reaction of tertiary amines with halide acids or some other organic acids.
1.6 Preparation of IL based membranes
In spite of their attractive tunable properties, the high viscosities and considerably high
production costs are the main challenges for implementations of ILs in large scale processes.
Hence, the integration of ILs with other existing processes is perhaps a more efficient approach.
Until recently, most of the literature pertaining to separation technology has reported the use of
ILs in liquid-liquid extraction, extractive distillation, or mixing with other chemicals to improve
the separation performance. In this work, we tested the integration of ILs/PILs with membrane
processes as novel materials to overcome the limitations associated with classical technologies.
Different routes were explored to integrate membranes with a minimal amount of IL, among which
are using supported liquid membranes and the use of pressure assisted self-assembly to form a thin
selective ionic liquid layer on an inert support. These routes will be explained in detail below.
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1.6.1 Supported ionic liquid membranes
A supported liquid membrane (SILM) is formed by a thin layer of often organic phase that
separates two aqueous phases of different compositions. This thin layer of organic phase can be
immobilized onto hydrophobic microporous support, which when interposed in between two
aqueous solutions, is termed as a supported ionic liquid membrane (SILM). In this multiphase
extraction technique, the analytes are extracted from a continuously flowing aqueous sample
through an organic liquid phase into another usually temporally stagnant, aqueous phase [70].
Supported liquid membrane processes have been used for the extraction, separation, and removal
of valuable metal ions from various resources [7]. It is one of the promising technologies
possessing attractive features such as high selectivity and it combines extraction and stripping into
one single stage. It also acts on nonequilibrium mass transfer characteristics where the conditions
of equilibrium do not limit the separation. These limitations, like aqueous organic phase ratio,
emulsification, flooding and loading limits, phase disengagement, large solvent inventory, and so
forth, can be avoided [71]. SILMs have applications for separation, preconcentration, and
treatment of wastewater [70,71]. Thus, SILM technology has been considered as an attractive
alternative over conventional unit operations for separation and concentration of metal ions in the
hydrometallurgical process [72]. Figure 1.4 displays a schematic diagram of the SILM.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of the supported liquid membrane setup.

1.6.2 Physical coating using pressure assisted self-assembly
Membrane modification is a method of altering the membrane surface properties by
incorporating physical or chemical characteristics different from the membrane matrix. For a task
specific implementation, appropriate membrane modifications could be used to obtain the optimal
performance. Physical and chemical modifications are major modification techniques. The
difference between the two is whether a chemical reaction takes place during the modification or
not. Unlike chemical modification, physical modification alters the surface properties of the
membrane surface via depositing of a modifier which is not chemically bonded to the membrane
matrix. Physical modification could be classified into two categories; blending and coating. In this
research, coating was used to deposit a selective PIL layer on an inert support via pressure assisted
self-assembly. Pressure assisted self-assembly is basically a coating technique in which a material
is coated on the membrane to form a selective layer that adheres to the surface. This modification
22

could be conducted using a dead-end membrane filtration setup where pressure is applied to force
the attachment of modifying agents on the membrane’s active side. Figure 1.5 illustrates the
membrane modification via a pressure assisted self-assembly technique apparatus.

Dead end
filtration cell

N2 cylinder

Polymeric
solution

Membrane

Collecting
beaker
Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of membrane modification via pressure assisted selfassembly technique.
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1.7 Application of IL membranes
Due to their unique characteristics, e.g. low vapor pressure, high conductivity, thermal
stability, and more importantly, their tunability, ILs have been recently incorporated in membrane
technology for specific task applications, namely in supported liquid membranes and gas
separation membranes. For example, in gas separation, the interaction between the quadrupole
moment of CO2 and the electrical charge of ionic liquid provides an enhancement in the solubility
of CO2 over other gases. SILMs have proved to be very promising for the selective separation of
CO2 from gas mixtures, such as N2, CH4, H2 and He [73]. The increase in IL content in the SILM
was found to create a transition from diffusion-controlled transport to solubility-controlled
transport. Hanioka and collaborators [74] revealed that the SILMs prepared from aminofunctionalized imidazolium cation [C3NH2MIM] and [NTf2] anion have higher CO2 permeability
in comparison with CH4 permeability, which was mainly attributed to the complex interaction
between amines and CO2.
Further, SILMs have been applied to the separation of metal ions from aqueous, and
showed significant performance improvement compared to conventional liquid membranes,
specifically in terms of membrane lifetime and robustness [75]. As an example, the transport of
chromium (III) from alkaline aqueous solutions using pseudo-emulsion based hollow fiber strip
dispersion with [N8881][Cl] ionic liquid as the mobile carrier has been studied [75]. In addition,
the extraction of chromium (VI) from aqueous acidic solutions was carried out using Cyphos 101
IL [76]. The results showed that the extraction of chromium up to 95% was obtained, and the
transport of chromium increased with an increase in carrier concentration.
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For alcohol separation, binary systems (1,3-proanediol-water and 1-butanol-water), ternary
systems (such as 1- butanol-acetone-water and 1-butanol-isopropyl-water) and even quaternary
systems (such as 1-butanol-acetone-ethanolwater) have been investigated in the literature using
different ILMs. For the separation of the binary system (1,3- proanediol-water), Izaak et al. [77]
studied the extraction of the 1,3-proanediol from an aqueous solution using [N3333][B(CN)4] ionic
liquid impregnated in the NF ceramic membrane support by pervaporation. The separation factor
of 1,3-propanediol was found to achieve a value of 177, which may be attributed to the fact that
1,3-propanediol preferentially passed through the membrane when the hydrophobic
[N3333][B(CN)4] is immobilized inside the pores of the ceramic membrane. Furthermore, for the
binary (1-butanol-water) system, Kohoutova et al. [78] investigated the separation of 1-butanol
from the aqueous mixture using the quasi-solidified [BBIM][BF4]- PDMS membranes. This kind
of membrane showed high stability even if it contained [BBIM][BF4] and PDMS phases. The
separation factor of 1-butanol raised to 37 when 30 wt.% of [BBIM][BF4] was accommodated in
PDMS. For the ternary systems, Izaak and coworkers [79] studied the separation of the 1-butanol
and acetone from water using the supported [N3333][B(CN)4]-PDMS membrane with an
ultrafiltration membrane as support material. In comparison with a PDMS membrane, the
enrichment factors of 1-butanol and acetone increased from 2.2 to 10.9 and 2.3 to 7.9, respectively,
when the supported [N3333] [B(CN)4]-PDMS membrane was used.
The potential applications of SILMs for the separation of aromatics from aliphatic
hydrocarbons were also investigated by several researchers [7,14,80]. Selective transport of
benzene, toluene, and xylene in (polyvinylidene fluoride) PVDF membranes containing different
ILs has been examined by Matsumoto et al. [14]. Although the permeation rates through SILMs
followed the order of the increasing hydrophobicity of the ILs and were lower than those through
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water-based SLMs because of the high viscosities of the ILs, the selectivity of these aromatic
hydrocarbons was greatly improved by the SILMs. SILMs prepared by impregnating imidazoliumbased ILs inside the pores of hydrophobic PVDF membrane have been applied to the vapor
permeation process for the separation of benzene and cyclohexane [80]. A SILM with
[BMIM][PF6] and a hydrophobic PVDF membrane was utilized for the separation of toluenecyclohexane mixtures [7]. The separation factor of the SILM reached 15-25 at 40 ⁰C after a 550
h, and the ILs were stable inside the PVDF membrane even under high vacuum conditions. This
shows that the affinity between [BMIM][PF6] and PVDF membrane resulted in a robust capillary
force that holds ILs firmly inside the membrane structure. Not only ILMs are applied in organic
systems, but also SILMs comprised of a PVDF membrane and hydrophobic ILs based on
phosphonium, imidazolium, ammonium, or pyridinium were used to extract bisphenol A from an
aqueous solution [81].
SILM with [BMIM][PF6] as a liquid carrier and PVDF support exhibited a relatively high
selective transport of secondary amines over tertiary amines (up to a 55:1 ratio) having similar
boiling points, because of the stronger hydrogen bonds of the secondary amine to 2-H of the
imidazolium cation. This result indicated that this methodology was feasible for the continuous
separation of compounds from complex mixtures under simple conditions [82]. Table 1.1
summarizes the applications of SILMs in various applications.
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Table 0.1: Using of ILs in membrane separation applications.
Membrane
Ionic liquid

Process
Application

material

Reference
configuration

Separation of CO2
[BMIM][NTf2]

PVDF

SILM

[83]

SILM

[84]

SILM

[85]

from N2
[EMIM][C2SO4]
Separation of CO2
[EMIM][SCN]

PTFE
from CH4

[EMIM][DCA]
Separation of H2S
[BMIM][BF4]

PVDF
from CH4
1-butanol from

Dead end
[BBIM][BF4]

PDMS

water in aqueous

[78]
filtration

solution
Separation of
[BMIM][PF6]

PVDF

toluene and

SILM

[7]

SILM

[14]

SILM

[81]

cyclohexane
[BMIM][PF6]
[OMIM][PF6]

Separation of
PVDF

benzene, toluene,

[HMIM][PF6]

and p-xylene

[OMIM][PF6]

Extraction of

[THTDP][Br]
[THTDP][Cl]

PVDF

bisphenol A from
aqueous solution
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Here this Ph.D. dissertation seeks the use of ionic liquids and polymerized ionic liquids in
membrane technology for continuous separation processes of aqueous and non-aqueous systems
that have low energy consumption, small footprint equipment, easy facilitation operation, slick
scale-up, and enhanced membrane properties. Moreover, as part of this ongoing research, various
membrane processes are explored with the incorporation of ILs as novel polymeric materials for
supported liquid membranes and direct nanofiltration. The fractionation of aromatic compounds,
as well as their separation from their monologue aliphatic molecules, is investigated via ionic
liquid membrane contactors and dead-end filtration. The effects of different anion associated with
ILs and the length of the side chain attached are also investigated. Cl, Br, and LiNTf2 were used
to study the effect of anions on the separation process. Furthermore, the lifespan of membrane
processes is crucial, so the membrane stability for long term operation, challenged with polar and
nonpolar solvents, is also explored. This dissertation is divieded into three chapters as follow;
Ø Chapter 2:
Mahmood Jebur, Arijit Sengupta, Mohanad Kamaz, Yunshan Chiao, Xianghong Qian, Ranil
Wickramasinghe. (2018). Pi electron cloud mediated separation of aromatics using supported ionic
liquid (SIL) membrane having antibacterial activity. Journal of Membrane Science. 556, 1-11. [86]
Contribution: Mohanad kamaz made substantial contributions to conception and design, and
acquisition of data, and analysis and interpretation of data.
Ø Chapter 3:
Mohanad Kamaz, Ronald Vogler, Mahmood Jebur, Arijit Sengupta, Ranil Wickramasinghe
(2019). π Electron induced separation of organic compounds using supported ionic liquid
membranes. Separation and Purification Technology, 116237. [87]
Contribution: Mohanad kamaz made substantial contributions to conception and design, and
acquisition of data, and analysis and interpretation of data.
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Ø Chapter 4:
Mohanad Kamaz, Arijit Sengupta, Sandrina DePaz, Yu-Hsuan Chiao, Ranil Wickramasinghe.
(2019). Poly(ionic liquid) augmented membranes for π electron induced separation/fractionation
of aromatics. Journal of Membrane Science. 579, 102-110. [88]
Contribution: Mohanad kamaz made substantial contributions to conception and design, and
acquisition of data, and analysis and interpretation of data.
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Chapter 2 Pi electron cloud mediated separation of aromatics using supported ionic liquid
membranes (SILMs) having antibacterial activity
This chapter is adapted from a published paper by Mahmood Jebur, Arijit Sengupta, Yu-Hsuan
Chiao, Mohanad Kamaz, Xianhong Qian, Ranil Wickramasinghe “Pi electron cloud mediated
separation of aromatics using supported ionic liquid membranes (SILMs) having antibacterial
activity” Journal of Membrane Science, 2018.
(Reproduced with permission from reference [86], copyright (2018) Journal of Membrane
Science.)
Abstract
Supported ionic liquid membranes (SILMs) using imidazolium based ionic liquids and
hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) base membrane were used for π electron mediated
separation of aromatic compounds including dyes in aqueous and non-aqueous medium. The
supported ionic liquid membrane was prepared by immobilizing three imidazolium based ionic
liquids in the PTFE membrane using the pressure method. The Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy spectra of SILMs showed the signature of the functionalities for both base membrane
and the imidazolium moiety. The SEM image confirmed the pore filling of the base membrane
with ionic liquids. The stability of the SILMs was studied using hexane, water, and DMF as
solvents. Tuning the anionic moieties, ionic liquids were utilized for aqueous and non-aqueous
applications through SILMs. For non-aqueous applications, the trend in separation efficiency was
found to be divinylbenzene> styrene> toluene, which was attributed to the more π electron cloud
density on extended conjugation leading to favorable interaction with ionic liquid influencing its
transfer through SILMs. Preferential separation of Congo red (CR) and Ramazol Brilliant Blue R
(RBBR) was achieved in water based application of the SILMs.
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2.1 Introduction
In view of the environmental concern in using volatile organic compounds (VOCs), ionic
liquid gas gained a worldwide acceptance as a potential alternative ‘green solvent’ to VOCs due
to some favorable properties like low vapor pressure, high degree of chemical, radiolytic and
thermal stability, a large potential window, high degree of solubilizing power for different kinds
of materials including polymers [1–3]. The most promising property of ionic liquid is its easy
tunability. A small change in either cationic or anionic part of the ionic liquid may lead to a large
variation in their physicochemical properties. Therefore, the proper understanding of the structureactivity relationship can be utilized to fine tune the property depending on the requirements [4,5].
The unique properties of ionic liquid lead to significant improvement in separation science,
electrochemistry, organic synthesis, nuclear industry, biomass processing, and fuel cell
applications [1,6–11].
The large potential window of ionic liquids provides an opportunity to a signature unusual
oxidation state of metal ions, which was not possible by conventional medium [12]. The
extraordinarily high separation efficiency in the hydrometallurgical application of ionic liquid was
mainly attributed to the ion exchange mechanism during the separation [13]. It was also reported
that structural modification in ionic liquid may promote the extraction mechanism to be ‘solvation’
instead of ion exchange [14]. Though ionic liquid provides several attractive properties, its
industrial scale application suffers from the limitations. The ionic liquid is very expensive and
highly viscous [15]. The high viscosity results in slower kinetics in the hydrometallurgical
applications. Though the ion exchange mechanism, improves the separation efficiency, it also
leads to loss of either cationic and anionic moiety of the ionic liquid [16,17]. In view of this, there
is a need for separation procedure, where the ionic liquid inventory is very less, no loss of ionic
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liquid, taking advantage of its higher viscosity and at the same time incorporate the tunable and
unique properties of the ionic liquid.
Membrane based technology provides clean, energy efficient, environmentally benign
technology for the separation and used modern age industrial application in ultrafiltration,
microfiltration, nanofiltration, osmotic and membrane distillation [18]. Mainly, size exclusion is
the basis of membrane based separation. Different surface modification was utilized either to
selectively separate the targeted analytes or improve the performance of the membrane by reducing
membrane fouling [19–21]. Membrane fouling and bacterial growth on the membrane is one of
the serious problems faced by the researcher. Responsive membranes were utilized to address the
issue [22–24]. Though several works of literature were seen in gas phase separation using
supported ionic liquid (SILMs) [25–31], the applications of SILMs in liquid phase separation is
minimal [32–34].
In the present investigation, three ionic liquids from the imidazolium family with structural
modification have been synthesized and used for ionic liquid supported membranes using
hydrophobic PTFE as the base membrane. The situation is similar to the ionic channel in the
hydrophobic membrane. The surface characterization of SILMs was carried out using FTIR, SEM
instruments. The affinity of ionic liquid towards the π electron cloud was exploited here for the
separation of aromatics using water soluble ionic liquids and dyes using water insoluble ionic
liquids. The stability of these SILMs was investigated in different diluents. SILMs are
advantageous due to the small ionic liquid inventory, and high viscosity which imposed stability
blended with unique properties of ionic liquid in separation.
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2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Materials
All reagents purchased were ACS reagent grade or higher unless specified otherwise. 1vinyl imidazole, 1-bromohexane, 1-chlorobutane, allyl bromide, Congo Red (CR), Ramazol
Brilliant Blue R (RBBR), Erichrome Black T (EBT), Hexane, toluene, p-divinylbenzene, styrene
and Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (LiNTf2) were procured from Sigma Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO. Deionized water was produced by Thermo Fisher 18M Ω Barnstead Smart2Pure
system (Schwerte, Germany). Commercially available hydrophobic PTFE membrane with pore
size 0.45 µm was procured from Pall Corporation, San Diego, CA.

2.2.2 Synthesis of ionic liquid
For the preparation of hydrophilic ionic liquid equimolar amount of vinyl imidazole and
three different alkyl halides (chlorobutane, bromohexane and allyl bromide) were taken in a glass
container. Then the mixtures were heated at 60 °C for three hours with constant stirring of 150
rpm. A straw yellow color liquid was found to obtain, and it was found to form different phase
[11]. The newly generated phase was found to be soluble in water, while the unreacted reactants
were insoluble. The newly generated phase is the hydrophilic ionic liquid having halide anion. The
ionic liquid phase was washed with an equal volume of CCl4 three times for the removal of residual
unreacted precursor molecules. To obtain a hydrophobic ionic liquid, the anion exchange reaction
was carried out using hydrophilic ionic liquid and LiNTf2. 100mM of both these precursors were
dissolved separately in double distilled water. The LiNTf2 solution was added to the aqueous
solution of hydrophilic ionic liquid dropwise in a stirring condition at ambient temperature. The
highly viscous phase was found to be separated due to the formation of the hydrophobic ionic
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liquid. After complete phase separation, the ionic liquid phase was washed three times with DI
water for the removal of water soluble impurities, side products or unreacted precursors. These
hydrophilic and hydrophobic ionic liquids were used in the present investigation without further
purification. The simplified scheme for the synthesis was shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 0.1: The synthesis scheme for water soluble/insoluble ionic liquids.
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2.2.3 Preparation of supported liquid membranes
Immobilization of the ionic liquids on the PTFE membrane of pore size 0.45 µm, was
carried out using a 10 mL Amicon TH ultrafiltration unit and adding 3 mL of ionic liquid in
accordance with a procedure reported in the literature [34,35]. Nitrogen pressure at 2×105 Pa (2
bar) was applied, and the ionic liquid was forced to pass through the pores of the membrane. The
pressure was released once a thin layer of ionic liquid was left on the upper surface of the
membrane. This procedure was repeated three times to ensure that all membrane pores were filled
with liquid. Then, the membrane was left to drip overnight to remove the excess of ionic liquid
from the membrane surface.
2.2.4 Characterization
FTIR spectroscopy provides qualitative information about functional groups at the top,
approximately 2000 nm of the membrane. FTIR spectra were averaged over 100 scans covering a
range of 1150–3650 cm−1 using the spectrometer procured from Shimadzu, IR Affinity-1, Kyoto,
Japan. Prior to analysis, membranes were dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 40 °C. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) was used to image the pore filling with suitable ionic liquids. The
images were analyzed using FEI Nova Nanolab 200 Duo-Beam Workstation (Hilsboro, OR). Prior
to analysis, the samples were spotted with a 10 nm layer of gold and then scanned using a 15 kV
electron beam.
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2.2.5 Transport studies
The transport of toluene, styrene, divinylbenzene, and three dyes: congo red (CR),
erichrome black T (EBT) and Ramazol Brilliant blue r (RBBR) were studied through the ionic
liquid SLMs. The structures of these compounds are shown in figure A.1. The transport studies
were performed at 30 °C using a glass diffusion cell with two independent compartments, with 30
mL each, separated by the membrane. O-rings were inserted on each side of the SILM. The entire
assembly was held together by a threaded connector. The arrangement of the cell was shown in
Supplementary figure A.2. The effective diameter of the membrane used for the transport study is
2 cm. For the separation of toluene, styrene, and divinylbenzene, SILMs having water soluble ionic
liquids (with halide ions) were employed. The initial concentration for toluene, styrene, and
divinylbenzene were kept as 90% by volume in hexane (hexane was chosen as the solvent based
on the stability study of the SILMs). Hexane was used as a receiving solution in all cases.
The transport experiment was begun by adding 30 mL of each solution into their respective
compartments. Both compartments were mechanically stirred to avoid concentration polarization
conditions at the membrane interfaces [34]. The solute concentrations were monitored by sampling
100 µL of each compartment at a definite time interval. UV–Vis absorption spectroscopy was
employed for the quantification using the previously established calibration curves for these
compounds at the characteristic absorption maxima (All the calibration curves are shown in
Supplementary figure A.3 and A.4). Similar experiments were also carried out for the dyes. But in
this case, DI water was chosen as the medium, while SILM with water insoluble ionic liquids
(having NTf2- anion) was chosen as separating media.
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2.2.6 Stability of the SIL membranes
The stability of the SILMs was investigated by immersing 25” piece of each membrane in
a glass container containing 25 mL of DI water, hexane, and DMF (dimethylformamide) at a
constant stirring condition (stirring speed ~ 100 rpm). The conductivity of the supernatant was
checked at a regular time interval for a period of 2 months. If the ionic liquid is coming out of the
membrane pores, the conductivity of the medium is expected to get modified due to the ions.
2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Characterization
Figure 2.2 represents the FTIR spectra for the virgin membrane and supported ionic liquid
membranes (filled with hydrophilic ionic liquid). The peaks around 1157 cm-1 to 1226 cm-1 were
attributed to the characteristic peaks for the base PTFE membranes [36,37]. In SILMs,
additionally, peaks were observed in the range 1435 cm-1 to 1643 cm-1, which was attributed to the
stretching frequency for the imidazolium ring [38]. This existence of imidazolium peaks in SILMs
is an indication of pore mouth exposure of the ionic liquid filled in the pores.
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Figure 2.2: FTIR spectra for the base PTFE membrane and supported ionic liquid membranes.

Figure 2.3 is the SEM images after filling the pore of PTFE membranes with 1 vinyl-3
butyl imidazolium chloride, 1 vinyl-3 hexyl imidazolium bromide, and 1 vinyl-3 allyl imidazolium
bromide. The images clearly indicate the filling of the membrane pores with the ionic liquid and
also corroborate the fact that any modification on the surface property of the membrane is not due
to the formation of the ionic liquid layer on the membrane surface but due to the exposure of the
pore mouth. A similar observation was also reported in the literature [39]. Grünauer et al. reported
the surface and cross sectional view of supported ionic liquid membranes to investigate the surface
morphology, the pore structure. Pore size, pore size distribution [40].
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Figure 0.3: SEM images for the supported ionic liquid membranes (a) 1 vinyl-3 allyl imidazolium
bromide, (b) 1 vinyl-3 hexyl imidazolium bromide and (c) 1 vinyl-3 butyl imidazolium chloride.

2.3.2 Pi- electron mediated separation of aromatics and dyes
SILMs with water soluble ionic liquids were investigated for the separation of toluene,
styrene, and divinylbenzene. The base PTFE membrane showed no selectivity for these organic
molecules. The % transport for all these compounds was found to increase gradually with time up
to 50 min, followed by a plateau or slow increase. SILMs with allyl homolog of the ionic liquid
were found to be the least efficient for transferring these aromatics, while for bromo hexyl and
chlorobutane analogues, the efficiency was almost found to be similar.
At 1 h, the maximum transport of toluene was found to be 12%, whereas, for styrene and
divinylbenzene, it was 30% and 59%, respectively. For SILMs with a particular ionic liquid, the
trend in % transport always followed: toluene < styrene < divinylbenzene. This fact can be
attributed to the favorable interaction through the π electron cloud of the aromatics [41-43]. The
ionic liquids were having an affinity for the π electron cloud. This π electron cloud density for
toluene is lower than styrene followed by divinylbenzene, due to the presence of additional double
bonds in conjugations with the aromatic π electron cloud. Due to this extended conjugation,
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divinylbenzene interacted strongly with the ionic liquid sitting inside the pores. This might be
responsible for bringing the selectivity in the separation for the SILMs.
The lower transport in the case of allyl ionic liquid might be attributed to the presence of
electron withdrawing sp2 hybridized carbon of the ally group resulting reduction in the electron
density over the imidazolium ring. On the other hand, for chloro and bromo ionic liquids, butyl
and hexyl groups were present in the side chain of the imidazolium ring. The (+) inductive effect
of the alkyl group containing sp3 hybridized carbon atom pushed the electron density towards the
imidazolium ring. More electron cloud on the imidazolium ring, it will be more favorable for the
π electron interaction resulting enhancement in the separation efficiency. Figure 2.4 is the %
transport of toluene, styrene, and divinylbenzene through the SILMs.
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Figure 2.4: Transport of toluene, styrene, and divinylbenzene by supported ionic liquid
membranes (all the data are reported based on triplicate measurements with an error less than 5
%).
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A similar investigation was also carried out to understand the selectivity in the separation
of different dyes using SILMs with water insoluble ionic liquids. In this case, three different dyes
CR, EBT, and RBBR were used. The SILMs were found to be more selective for CR. In the case
of hexyl imidazolium ionic liquid, almost 60% CR was transferred to the receiver side within one
and half hours, while for allyl imidazolium ionic liquid % transport of CR reached around 50%
after two hours. For the other dyes RBBR and EBT, the % transport through both the SILMs were
found to be less than 5%. Though all these dyes have aromatic moieties, their complicated
structures with different functionalities and stereochemical arrangements might lead to various
overall electron cloud density on them, resulting in different selectivity through SILMs. Figure 2.5
is the separation behavior of the dyes in the presence of these SILMs.
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Figure 2.5: Transport of dyes through SILMs with water insoluble ionic liquids (all the data are
reported based on triplicate measurement with an error of less than 5 %).
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2.3.3 Stability of the SIL membranes
The stability of SILMs is of significant concern. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate
the stability of the SILMs. Because of this, SILMs were allowed to be equilibrated in the presence
of water, DMF and hexane and at different time intervals, the conductivity of the medium was
measured as demonstrated in figure 2.6. For SILMs with water soluble ionic liquid, the
conductivity of the medium was found to be modified in the presence of water and DMF.
In the presence of water, the water soluble ionic liquids came out of the membrane pore
resulting in changes in water conductivity. DMF being polar in nature certainly interacts with the
ionic liquid moieties in the membrane due to electrostatic interaction. As a result, ionic liquid
might get dissolved in DMF. This also led to changes in conductivity in DMF, while in the case
of hexane, up to 60 days, there is no change in the conductivity of the medium indicating the
stability of the SILMs. Using these equilibrated membranes (30 days’ equilibration), the separation
of toluene, styrene and divinyl benzenes were carried out. The modification in separation
efficiency was found to be within 10–15 %, figure 12. These investigations revealed the high
stability of SILMs with water soluble ionic liquid in the hexane medium.
Figure 2.7 compares the % transport after 1 hour for toluene, styrene, and divinylbenzene
initially and after equilibration with hexane for 30 days. This 30 days’ equilibration is considered
to be equivalent to the continuous operation of the membranes for 30 days. The initial % transport
values for these aromatic compounds were found to be 10 – 15 % more than that obtained after the
equilibration. This indicates a 10–15 % degradation in membrane performance after 30 days’
continuous use of these SILMs. Similar experiments were carried out using SILMs with water
insoluble ionic liquid. The conductivity was found to be modified for hexane as well as DMF,
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while for water the conductivity remained constant. This revealed that ionic liquid is getting
dissolved for hexane and DMF but not for water.
This investigation revealed that SILMs with water soluble ionic liquid is suitable for
separation in non-aqueous, non-polar medium, while that with water insoluble ionic liquid is a
better choice for water treatment application. The high degree of stability of these supported ionic
liquid membranes might be due to the higher viscosity coefficient of the ionic liquid.
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Figure 2.6: The stability of supported liquid membranes in different media; (a) 1 hexyl 3 vinyl
imidazolium bromide; (b) 1 allyl 3 vinyl imidazolium NTf2; (c) 1 allyl 3 vinyl imidazolium
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bromide; (d) 1 hexyl 3 vinyl imidazolium NTf2; (e) 1 butyl 3 vinyl imidazolium chloride; (f) 1
butyl 3 vinyl imidazolium NTf2.

Figure 0.7: The % transport for toluene, styrene and DVB using SILMs with water soluble ionic
liquid: a. allyl, original; a1. allyl, equilibration with hexane; b. chloro, original; b1. chloro,
equilibration with hexane; c. bromo, original; c1. bromo, equilibration with hexane.
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2.4 Conclusions
Imidazolium based 3 SIL membranes were utilized for the π electron induced separation:
separation of toluene, styrene, and divinylbenzene in hexane medium and separation of Congo red,
Eichrome black T and Ramazol brilliant blue R from aqueous medium. The presence of
imidazolium ring stretching frequency along with the characteristic of PTFE membranes in SIL
membranes was attributed to the exposure of pore mouth on the surface. The SEM images confirm
the pore filling of the SIL membranes with the ionic liquids. The considerable modification of
contact angle and the zeta potential for the SIL membranes indicates the pore filling with ionic
liquid. The affinity of ionic liquid towards the π electron cloud was found to be the driving force
for the separation resulting in the separation efficiency as divinylbenzene > styrene > toluene,
while in case of dyes the complicated electronic configuration results in the high selectivity of
Congo red. The stability of the SIL was evaluated up to 60 days revealing SIL membranes with
water soluble ionic liquid is highly stable in hexane while that for water insoluble ionic liquid in
water.
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Chapter 3 π Electron induced separation of organic compounds using supported ionic liquid
membranes
This chapter is adapted from a published paper by Mohanad Kamaz, Ronald J Vogler, Mahmood
Jebur, Arijit Sengupta, Ranil Wickramasinghe “π Electron induced separation of organic
compounds using supported ionic liquid membranes” Separation and Purification Technology,
2019.
(Reproduced with permission from reference [87], copyright (2019) Separation and Purification
Technology.)

Abstract
Supported ionic liquid membranes have been tested for the fractionation of organic
compounds. Imidazolium based ionic liquids; 1-allyl-3-vinylimidazolium bromide, 1-hexyl-3vinylimidazolium bromide and 1-octyl-3-vinylimidazolium bromide, were trapped in the pores of
a polypropylene membrane. Fractionation of a feed stream consisting of benzene, naphthalene,
and phenanthrene in tetradecane and cis- and trans-stilbene in hexane were investigated. The
receiving phase was hexane. Differences in the π electron cloud density of the aromatic solutes
influence their interactions with the imidazolium cation which can affect the rates of transport. In
the case of the three aromatic solutes the degree of conjugation and molecular weight increase in
the order of benzene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene. These opposing effects result in similar mass
transfer coefficients for the three solutes for the three ionic liquids tested. However, for cis-and
trans-stilbene, the mass transfer coefficient was larger for all three ionic liquids. It is likely that
enhanced aromatic stacking of the trans- isomer led to a higher mass transfer coefficient. In
addition, 1-hexyl-3-vinylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide was used as the liquid
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membrane phase to fractionate two nucleobases: thymine and cytosine in water. The receiving
phase was also water. The mass transfer coefficient for thymine was 5.5 times greater than cytosine
indicating the possibility of exploiting multimodal interactions with the imidazolium group to
fractionate compounds.
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3.1 Introduction
Supported liquid membranes where a liquid phase is trapped within the pores of a
microporous membrane represents one of the early membrane contactors [1,2]. Supported liquid
membranes are attractive as a solute can be selectively extracted into the liquid phase that is
trapped within the membrane pores and then back extracted into the strip solution. Numerous
module configurations have been described. Other potential advantages include low capital cost,
low operating cost and energy consumption. Further, the process is modular and easy to scale up.
The commercialization of supported liquid membranes has been slow as the stability of the
liquid membrane is limited. The liquid phase within the membrane pores can be lost to the bulk
feed and strip phases on either side of the membrane as well as by evaporation. Even if the
solubility of the phase within the membrane pores in the two bulk phases that contact the
membrane is minimal, given the large difference in the volume of the liquid membrane phase and
the bulk phases, loss of the liquid membrane occurs. Various attempts such as strip dispersion have
been proposed to increase membrane stability [3–5].
Room temperature ionic liquids are salts in which the formation of a crystal lattice is
suppressed at room temperature. They have been referred to as designer solvents as the properties
can be tuned by using different ion pair combinations. Ionic liquids have negligible vapor pressure
thus there will be no evaporation losses. By choosing appropriate ion pairs, hydrophobic ionic
liquids with very low water solubility can be prepared. Further, due to their high surface tension
and viscosity, which can be modified by choice of the ion pairs used, very stable supported ionic
liquid membranes (SILMs) may be prepared.
Abejón et al. [6] indicate that interest in SILMs has increased rapidly since 2005. In
general, four main applications for SILMs have been considered: carbon dioxide separation,
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separation of other gases and pervaporation represent gas phase feed streams. Here we focus on
liquid phase feed streams where numerous potential applications have been described.
Chakraborty et al. reported a highly efficient and selective separation of toluene using an
ionic liquid membrane with Ag+ carrier [7]. Branco et al. reported a mutual separation of several
organic compounds (1,4-dioxane, propan-1-ol, butan-1-ol, cyclohexanol, cyclohexanone,
morpholine, and methyl morpholine) using imidazolium based ionic liquid membranes [8].
Removal of phenol, amino acids, ketones, and acetic acid have also been reported using bulk ionic
liquid membranes [9–12]. The transport and experimental design were optimized for achieving
higher efficiency without any compromise in ion selectivity [13]. Ionic liquid based membranes
have also been used in microbial fuel cell applications [14,15]. One of the advantages was the
specific energy gained from substrates i.e. glucose and acetate was found to be more in ionic liquid
based membranes compared to the nafion based membrane [16].
Nevertheless, most interest has focused on hydrocarbon separations, recovery of products
from fermentation broths, desulfurization of crude oil and fuels [17] and metal ion recovery [18–
20]. Here we focus on the separation of organic compounds.
Perhaps the first use of a SILM for separation of organic compounds was described by
Branco et al. [21]. They indicated a selective separation of secondary amines over tertiary amines
using ionic liquids based on 1-n-alkyl-3methylimidazolium and hexafluorophosphate and
tetrafluoroborate as anions. The high selectivity for secondary amines is a result of preferential
interactions with the imidazolium ring. This is due to the formation of hydrogen bonds with the
protons at the C-2 position [22]. In an early publication, Matsumoto et al. [23] indicated that SILMs
may be used for selective transport of aromatic hydrocarbons. Hanke et al. [24] show that
electrostatic interaction between the solute and ionic species in the solvent, in this case, the ionic
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liquid cation and p electrons in the aromatic solute are important. For benzene and other aromatic
compounds, with electron density on both sides of the plane of the aromatic ring, quadrupole and
other higher order electrostatic moments arise. These quadrupole moments interact with the cations
present in the solvent.
Chakraborty et al. [25] extended the work by Matsumoto et al. [23] by investigating the
separation of various aromatic hydrocarbons using different imidazolium based ionic liquids as
the liquid membrane phase. They also showed that ionic liquids may be used to separate aromatic
hydrocarbons from aromatic aliphatic mixtures. Further studies by Zhang et al. [26] and Zhang et
al. [27] have explored the feasibility of toluene/cyclohexane and toluene/n-heptane separations.
Again, the enhanced solubility of aromatic hydrocarbons led to the recovery of toluene in the strip
solution. Wang et al. [28] have determined solubility parameters and selectivity for a range of
organic solutes in ionic liquids. They demonstrate that ionic liquids show great promise for the
separation of alkanes from aromatics. Further, by selecting the cation and anion of the ionic liquid
the properties of the liquid membrane phase can be tailored for a specific separation. Lozano et al.
[29], Han and Row [30] and Martínez-Palou et al. [31] provided reviews of the use of SILMs for
liquid phase separations.
Marták et al. [32] investigated the extraction of lactic acid using a SILM. These authors
provide a detailed mass transfer analysis of the extraction process. They indicate that the
protonated form of lactic acid may be extracted via hydrogen bonding with the ionic liquid [33].
On the other hand, the anionic form of lactic acid could also be extracted by ion exchange with the
lactate anion.
Here we further explore the ability of imidazolium based ionic liquids to fractionate
aromatic compounds. We consider separation of a three-component mixture consisting of benzene,
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naphthalene, and phenanthrene in tetradecane. The three imidazolium based ionic liquids we
investigate in the membrane phase are: 1-allyl-3-vinlyinidazoliumbromide, 1-hexyl-3vinlyinidazolium bromide, and 1-octyl-3-vinlyinidazolium bromide. The strip solution consisted
of hexane. The difference between the three solutes is their degree of conjugation. We also
investigated the separation of two stereoisomers, cis- and trans-stilbene using the same three
imidazolium based ionic liquids as the membrane phase. The feed and strip solutions consisted of
hexane. Finally, we have investigated the separation of two nucleobases cytosine and thymine.
The feed and strip solutions consisted of water. In order to render the ionic liquid water insoluble,
the

bromide

anion

in

1-hexyl-3-vinylimidazolium

bromide

was

exchanged

with

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide. The membrane phase consisted of 1-hexyl-3-vinlyimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide. Our results highlight the importance of interactions between
the p electrons above and below the aromatic ring and the cation present in the ionic liquid.

3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Materials
1-vinylimidazole (99%), lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (98+%), cis-stilbene, transstilbene, n-hexane (ACS grade), n-octane, and n-tetradecane (99%) were purchased from AlfaAesar (Ward Hill, MA). Allylbromide (99%), bromooctane (99%), toluene (ACS grade),
naphthalene, and phenanthrene were bought from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany). Thymine
(>98.0%) and cytosine (>98.0%) were obtained from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd (Chuoku, Tokyo, Japan). Acetonitrile (HPLC grade) and ethyl acetate (ACS grade) were sourced by
Macron Fine Chemicals TM (Radnor, PA). 1-bromohexane (≥98%) was obtained from Merck
KGaA (Kenilworth, NJ). Deionized water used in all the experiments was produced using a
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Thermo Fisher 18MΩ Barnstead Smart2Pure system (Schwerte, Germany). Polypropylene (PP)
membranes provided by 3M Corporation (Maplewood, MN) and had a thickness of 135 µm, a pore
size of 0.45 µm, and a porosity of 0.76.
3.2.2 Preparation of ionic liquids
Imidazolium based ionic liquids were prepared from an equimolar mixture (0.05 M) vinyl
imidazole and one of the following alkyl halides (allyl bromide, bromo hexane and bromo octane).
The resulting mixture was heated to 60°C and stirred at 150 rpm for 3 hours. The mixture phase
separated during reaction forming an ionic liquid phase: 1-allyl-3-vinylimidazolium bromide,
[C3vim+][Br−], 1-hexyl-3-vinylimidazolium bromide, [C6vim+][Br−], 1-octyl-3-vinylimidazolium
bromide, [C8vim+][Br−], and a phase containing the residual reactants [34]. To remove residual
reactants and impurities, the mixture was rinsed three times with an equal volume of ethyl acetate.
After each rinse, the mixture was shaken, and the residual precursors were removed after phase
separation. After rinsing, the ionic liquid was placed in a vacuum oven set to 40°C for at least 5
hours to remove any remaining impurities.
To

obtain

a

more

hydrophobic

ionic

liquid

(1-hexyl-3-vinylimidazolium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide), an ion exchange procedure was carried out using 1-hexyl-3vinylimidazolium bromide and lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (LiNTf2) as described
earlier [35]. Prior to anion exchange, separate aqueous solutions of 1-hexyl-3-vinylimidazolium
bromide and LiNTf2 were prepared using equimolar amounts (100mM) of each reactant. To initiate
the ion exchange, the LiNTf2 solution was added dropwise to the aqueous solution of 1-hexyl-3vinylimidazolium bromide. After stirring and phase separation, a hydrophobic ionic-liquid phase
(clear) and an aqueous phase were obtained, and the latter was removed. The remaining ionic liquid
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[C6vim+][NTf2-] was rinsed with deionized (DI) water multiple times. To ensure that no water
remained the ionic liquid was placed in a vacuum oven at a temperature of 40°C for about 3 hours.
3.2.3 Preparation of SILMs
The pores of PP microfiltration membranes were filled with one of the ionic liquids as
described earlier [35]. A PP membrane was placed in a 5-mL Amicon® ultrafiltration cell EMD
Millipore (Bedford, MA, USA) and then 3 mL of each ionic liquid was loaded. Pressurized
nitrogen (1.0-1.4 bar) was used to push the ionic liquid through the membrane. The process was
stopped after 2 mL of ionic liquid were collected as permeate. This process was repeated three
times to ensure all the membrane pores were filled with the ionic liquid. The membranes were
removed from the cell and their surfaces were wiped to remove as much excess ionic liquid as
possible. Thus, we assume there is minimal excess ionic liquid on the membrane surface. This
method was shown in earlier studies to minimize excess ionic liquid on the membrane surface
[35].
3.2.4 Membrane characterization
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic analysis of the surface of the PP
membranes was conducted to verify the incorporation of ionic liquids in the membrane pores. An
IRAffinity-1 and a ZnSe crystal (Shimadzu) was used for these measurements. Prior to analysis,
the surface of the membrane was wiped to remove residual ionic liquid. For each measurement,
300 scans were done in the range of 600 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1 at a resolution of 8 cm-1.
3.2.5 Membrane stability
For SILMs containing [C3vim+][Br−], [C6vim+][Br−] and [C8vim+][Br−], the stability in
hexane, tetradecane and water was determined. 50 mL of each of these liquids was added to a
container and the initial conductivity was recorded using a Cond 3310 Conductivity Meter, Cole68

Parmer (Vernon Hills, IL). Next, the SILM was added and the liquid gently shaken. The
conductivity was measured over a 165 hour period. For the more hydrophobic ionic liquid
[C6vim+][NTf2-] the stability in water was determined using the same method.
3.2.6 Membrane performance
Table 3.1 summarizes the experiments that were conducted. Figure 3.1 gives the structure
of the various solutes investigated. In the case of the three aromatic compounds, different feed
concentrations were used. The experiments were run for 2 hours. As can be seen, the degree of
conjugation of these three solutes is very different. For the two stereoisomers of stilbene the
concentration of both stereoisomers was the same and the experiments were run for 2.6 hours.
Figure 3.1 gives the structure of these two isomers. Finally, the concentration of the two
nucleobases in the feed was the same. These experiments were run for 48 hours. Each data point
is reported based on the average of triplicate measurements. All readings were within 10% of the
mean value.
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Table 3.1: Summary of diffusion experiments.
Ionic liquid phase

Aromatic solutes in

Stereoisomers of

Nucleobases:

Tetradecane

stilbene in hexane

cytosine,
thymine

1-allyl-3-

Solute concentration:

Solute concentration:

vinylimidazolium

benzene 0.819 M,

cis-stilbene and trans-

bromide

naphthalene0.650 M,

stilbene 0.0556 M,

phenanthrene 0.468M,

experiment was run for

experiment run for 2 hr,

2.6 hr, strip solution

strip solution was hexane

was hexane

1-hexyl-3-

Solute concentration:

Solute concentration:

vinylimidazolium

benzene 0.819 M,

cis-stilbene and trans-

bromide

naphthalene 0.650 M,

stilbene 0.0556 M,

phenanthrene 0.468 M,

experiment was run for

experiment run for 2 hr,

2.6 hr, strip solution

strip solution was hexane

was hexane
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Table 3.1: Summary of diffusion experiments “Cont.”.
Ionic liquid phase

Aromatic solutes Stereoisomers of

Nucleobases:

in Tetradecane

stilbene in

cytosine,

hexane

thymine

1-hexyl-3-vinylimidazolium

Solute

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

concentration:
cytosine,
thymine, 0.0218
M, experiment
was run for 48
hr, strip solution
was water

1-octyl-3-vinylimidazolium

Solute

Solute

bromide

concentration:

concentration:

benzene 0.819 M,

cis-stilbene and

naphthalene

trans-stilbene

0.650 M,

0.0556 M,

phenanthrene

experiment was

0.468 M,

run for 2.6 hr,

experiment run

strip solution was

for 2 hr, strip

hexane

solution was
hexane
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Diffusion experiments were conducted in a glass diffusion cell consisting of two separable
cylindrical compartments with a volume of 30 mL each (Figure 3.2). The SILM was placed
between the two compartments and O-rings were inserted in between. The two compartments were
put together using a threaded connector. The active area of the membrane was 1.27 cm². Due to
the low solubility of aliphatic compounds in the ionic liquid [25] tetradecane and hexane were
used as the feed and receiving solvents. The solution in both compartments was stirred at 500 rpm.
All experiments were conducted at room temperatures. The variation of solute concentration in the
receiving cell (strip solution) was determined by collecting 100 µL samples at various times for
analysis.
A mass balance over the receiving reservoir for the solute species is given by
,-

𝐴𝑘%𝐶' − 𝐶) = 𝑉 ,.

(1)

where A is the membrane surface area, k the solute mass transfer coefficient, V the volume of the
receiving solution t the time Cf the feed concentration and C the receiving solution solute
concentration. The feed concentration is given by C0 – C where C0 is the initial feed concentration.
Equation (1) may be integrated to give
𝐿𝑛 12

23

3 452

6=

578.
9

(2)

The overall mass transfer coefficient is given by
:
;

:

:

:

= 8 +8 +8
<

>

?

(3)

where 1/kF, 1/kM, 1/kS are the individual mass transfer coefficients for solute transfer through the
feed side concentration boundary layer, through the membrane pores, and through the receiving
(strip) side concentration boundary layer. For stirred cell diffusion experiments the membrane
phase mass transfer coefficient dominates [2]. The membrane mass transfer coefficient is given by
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𝑘@ABC> D

(4)

EF

where e, d and t are the void fraction, thickness and tortuosity of the membrane and H is the
partition coefficient that relates the concentration between phases.
The separation factor is also calculated to express the relative separation under the specified
conditions, which is defined as follows.
ℬ=

(

HIJK MNOPQRIS IM QTK HINK UKNHKOVJK RS UKNHKOQK
)
HIJK MNOPQRIS IM QTK JKWW UKNHKOVJK RS UKNHKOQK
HIJK MNOPQRIS IM QTK HINK UKNHKOVJK RS MKKY
(
)
HIJK MNOPQRIS IM QTK JKWW UKNHKOVJK RS MKKY

(5)

Figure 0.1: Chemical structure of solutes.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the lab-scale supported ionic liquid apparatus.

3.2.7 Solute detection
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) equipped with Luna C18 column (5
µm, size 250*4.6 mm, from (Phoenix, USA) was used to detect all the solutes. Acetonitrile was
used as the mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.5 mLmin-1 and the column temperature was kept at 29
°

C. The injection sample volume was 20 µL. A diode array detector was used to detect the selected

compounds. UV scan was conducted for each compound and the maximum wavelength identified.
A distinctive retention time for each compound was obtained. The results are summarized in Table
3.2.
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Table 3.2: HPLC detection wavelengths and retention time for solutes.
Compound

Wavelength (nm)

Retention time (min)

Benzene

220

7.7

Naphthalene

250

8.5

Phenanthrene

300

10.0

Trans-stilbene

310

7.0

Cis-stilbene

310

9.3

Thymine

220

9.5

Cytosine

220

6.8

3.3 Result and Discussion
3.3.1 Membrane characterization
The presence of ionic liquid within the membrane pores was verified by FTIR spectroscopy
analysis as shown in Figure 3.3. Spectra of the synthesized ionic liquids are given in the
supplementary data. The spectrum for the base PP membrane showed peaks corresponding to CH bond stretching. For membranes with ionic liquid filled prores, extra peaks were observed in the
range of 1500 cm−1 to 1700 cm−1, which were attributed to the stretching frequency of the
imidazolium ring [36].
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Figure 03: FTIR spectra for: (A) base polyrpopylene membrane and membrane pores filled with:
(B) [C3vim+][Br−];(C) [C6vim+][Br−]; (D) [C6vim+][NTf2-];(E) [C8vim+][Br−].
3.3.2 SILM performance
Figures 3.4 (a), (b), and (c) give the change in concentration in the receiving solution as a
function of time for benzene, naphthalene and phenanthrene for membranes filled with
[C3vim+][Br-], [C6vim+][Br-], and [C8vim+][Br-] respectively. Since Table 3.1 indicates that the
initial feed concentrations increase in order phenanthrene, naphthalene and benzene, it is not
surprising that the increase in concentration in the receiving solution follows the same order. The
concentration increases approximately linearly with time.
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Figure 3.4: Variation of benzene, naphthalene and phenanthrene concentration in the receiving
solution as a function of time for membrane pores containing (a) [C3vim+][Br-],
(b) [C6vim+][Br-], (c) [C8vim+][Br-] respectively.
Figures 3.5 (a), (b) and (c) give the benzene, naphthalene and phenanthrene flux defined
as the concentration in the receiving solution divided by the membrane area and time for membrane
pores filled with [C3vim+][Br-], [C6vim+][Br-], and [C8vim+][Br-] respectively. As can be seen,
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there is an initial rapid increase in flux followed by a slow decrease. The slow decrease in flux
occurs as the driving force for diffusion decreases with increasing solute concentration in the
receiving solution and decreasing concentration in the feed solution.
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Figure 3.5: Variation of benzene, naphthalene and phenanthrene flux with time for membrane
pores containing (a) [C3vim+][Br-], (b) [C6vim+][Br-], (c) [C8vim+][Br-] respectively.
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Results for the stereoisomers of stilbene are given in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Figures 3.6 (a),
(b) and (c) give the change in concentration in the receiving solution as a function of time for the
two stereoisomers of stilbene for membranes pores filled with [C3vim+][Br-], [C6vim+][Br-],
[C8vim+][Br-] respectively. Figures 3.7 (a), (b) and (c) give the corresponding flux values. The
results are analogous to Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The concentration of both isomers increases with
time. Again, the slow decrease in flux after about 60 min is due to the decrease in driving forces
for diffusion with increasing solute concentration in the receiving solution and decreasing
concentration in the feed solution. Though the initial feed concentration of the two stereoisomers
is the same, Figure 3.6 indicates that for all three SILMs transport of trans-stilbene is faster than
cis-stilbene.
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Figure 3.6: Variation of cis-stilbene and trans-stilbene concentration in the receiving solution as
a function of time for membrane pores containing (a)[C3vim+][Br-], (b)[C6vim+][Br-], (c)
[C8vim+][Br-] respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of cis-stilbene and trans-stilbene flux with time for membrane pores
containing (a) [C3vim+][Br-], (b) [C6vim+][Br-], (c) [C8vim+][Br-] respectively.

Finally Figures 3.8 and 3.9 give analogous results for the two nucleobases. The rate of
solute transfer as well as the initial solute concertation is lower. Consequently, no decrease in flux
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is observed at longer run times. Though the initial nucleobase concentration in the feed is the same,
the rate of transport of thymine is much faster than cytosine.
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Figure 3.8: Variation of cytosine and thymine concentration in the receiving solution as a
function of time for membrane pores containing [C3vim+][NTf2-].
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Figure 3.9: Variation of cytosine and thymine flux with time for membrane pores
containing[C3vim+][NTf2-].
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The results in Figure 3.4-3.7 indicate that as the length of the carbon chain present on the
imidazolium ring increases the rate of transport of all solutes increases. The rate of diffusion
through the liquid membrane will depend on the viscosity and density of the ionic liquid as well
as interactions between the solute and the ionic liquid. Recent studies indicate that the groups on
the imidazolium ring can alter viscosity in unpredictable ways [37]. In the case of increasing
hydrocarbon chain length, it is likely the viscosity increases while the density decreases [38].
The anion of the ionic liquid is generally weakly coordinating in nature. Therefore, it will
have a much weaker interaction with the ionic liquid cation or the solutes of interest. However, the
anion can be used to tune the properties of the ionic liquid such as solubility and viscosity as we
have done in this work. It is the interplay between these effects that results in the observed rate of
mass transport. This observation highlights the tremendous potential for tailoring the properties of
the liquid membrane phase.
Using equation (2) mass transfer coefficient were calculated and are given in Table 3.3.
For stilbene and the nucleobases, the feed and receiving solutions consisted of the same liquid
phase. However, for benzene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene the feed liquid was tetradecane while
the receiving solute was hexane. Though very similar, the solubility of the three solutes will be
slightly different in the two distinct liquid phases. We have ignored these effects (assumed the
partition coefficient is 1) in determining the overall mass transfer coefficient.
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Table 3.3: Calculated mass transfer coefficients.
Solute

SILM

Mass transfer coefficient,
K x 10^9 m s-1

Benzene

[C3vim+][Br-]

2.78

Naphthalene

[C3vim+][Br-]

2.78

Phenanthrene

[C3vim+][Br-]

3.06

Benzene

[C6vim+][Br-]

3.06

Naphthalene

[C6vim+][Br-]

3.33

Phenanthrene

[C6vim+][Br-]

3.33

Benzene

[C8vim+][Br-]

3.89

Naphthalene

[C8vim+][Br-]

3.61

Phenanthrene

[C8vim+][Br-]

3.89

Cis-stilbene

[C3vim+][Br-]

1.67

Trans-stilbene

[C3vim+][Br-]

2.50

Cis-stilbene

[C6vim+][Br-]

1.94

Trans-stilbene

[C6vim+][Br-]

2.50

Cis-stilbene

[C8vim+][Br-]

2.22

Trans-stilbene

[C8vim+][Br-]

2.78

Thymine

[C6vim+][NTf2-]

18.89

Cytosine

[C6vim+][NTf2-]

3.33
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The mass transfer coefficient for benzene naphthalene and phenanthrene are the same for
a given ionic liquid though they increase slightly for all solutes with the increasing length of the
carbon chain attached to the imidazolium ring. In the case of the two stilbene stereoisomers, the
mass transfer coefficient for trans-stilbene is always larger than of cis-stilbene. Finally, the mass
transfer coefficient is larger for thymine compared to the cytosine.
The separation factor was calculated using equation 4. It can be seen that the separation
factors of phenanthrene to benzene and naphthalene to benzene using different SILMs are almost
the same. However, the concentration of these solutes in the feed is very different. The separation
factor for trans-stilbene to cis-stilbene is greater than for the same feed concentration indicating
preferential transport of trans stilbene. A large separation factor is obtained in the case of thymine
to cytosine.
Table 3.4: The separation factor (ℬ) using different SILMs.
Parameter

SILM

ℬ

Thymine to Cytosine

[C6vim+][NTf2-]

5.12

Trans stilbene to Cis stilbene

[C3vim+][Br−]

1.49

Trans stilbene to Cis stilbene

[C6vim+][Br−]

1.47

Trans stilbene to Cis stilbene

[C8vim+][Br−]

1.34

Phenanthrene to Benzene

[C3vim+][Br−]

1.07

Phenanthrene to Benzene

[C6vim+][Br−]

1.10

Phenanthrene to Benzene

[C8vim+][Br−]

0.98

Naphthalene to Benzene

[C3vim+][Br−]

0.96

Naphthalene to Benzene

[C6vim+][Br−]

0.99

Naphthalene to Benzene

[C8vim+][Br−]

0.91
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The results indicate that the degree of conjugation and hence, electron cloud density by
itself does not imply faster transport. Though the degree of conjugation increases in order benzene,
naphthalene, phenanthrene, the molecular weight of these compounds also increases as follows
benzene, 78.11 g mol-1; naphthalene, 128.17 g mol-1, phenanthrene 178.23 g mol-1. Thus, the mass
transfer coefficient for all three compounds, which in the stirred diffusion cell used here is
dominated by diffusion through the SILM, is the same.
The situation is different for the two stereoisomers of stilbene which have the same
molecular weight. The presence of two phenyl rings on the same side of the carbon double bond
in the cis- isomer (see Figure 3.1) may lead to deviations from planarity between the two groups
and result in deterioration in aromatic stacking with the cation present on the ionic liquid [39–41].
As a result, the effects of extended conjugation of the π electron cloud is reduced. On the other
hand, the trans- isomer does not have such stereo-chemical constrains and does not lose the effects
of extended conjugation. This leads to preferential transport of trans-stilbene.
Thymine and cytosine have similar molecular weights; 126.11 and 111.1 g mol-1
respectively. However, thymine is preferentially transported through the SILM. The mass transfer
coefficient is more than 5 times large. It is known that imidazole groups play an important role in
nature [42]. They can form hydrogen bonds with both thymine and cytosine. It is likely that
differences in the hydrogen bonding interactions between the cation in the ionic liquid and thymine
which contains two nitrogen and two oxygen atoms compared to cytosine which contains three
nitrogen and one oxygen atoms results in the enhanced transport of thymine.
The results indicate that cation π interactions may be used to enhance the selectivity of the
SILM for the given solute. However, simply increasing the degree of conjugation of the solute
species does not imply enhanced rates of transport through the SILM. In the case of fractionation
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of stereoisomers, our results suggest that a SILM could be used to enhance the concentration of
one of the isomers. Our results for the two nucleobases indicate that exploiting multimodal
interactions (hydrogen bonding, cation -p interactions, etc.) could result in very high selectivities
for a given solute. A molecular level simulation study could identify the importance of these
different interactions. A major advantage of SILMs over conventional supported liquid membranes
is the ability to tune the properties of the cation and anion of the ionic liquid membrane.
The stability of the SLIMs like all supported liquid membranes is a major concern. The
stability of the SILMs containing water soluble ionic liquids [C3vim+][Br−], [C6vim+][Br−] and
[C8vim+][Br−], was determined by incubating them in hexane, tetradecane and water for up to 165
hours and measuring the conductivity of the solution. Figure 3.10 gives the results for (a)
[C3vim+][Br−], (b) [C6vim+][Br−] and (c) [C8vim+][Br−]. As can be seen over 165 hours the
conductivity of tetradecane and hexane did not increase due to loss of the liquid membrane.
However, as expected, the conductivity of the water continually increased for the SILMs
containing water soluble ionic liquids. Thus, the SILMs containing the water-soluble ionic liquids
were stable in the organic solutions tested here.
As discussed by Koók et al, for aqueous phase application, hydrophobic ionic liquids are
relatively stable [43]. Further, by increasing the length of the alkyl side chain attached to the
imidazolium cation, the hydrophobicity is increased and hence aqueous miscibility decreases. The
nature of anion also plays a vital role in the stability of the SILM [44]. Similarly, the reverse is
true for the present case, where an organic solvent is used. Previous studies indicate minimal loss
of the ionic liquid from the pores under mild stirring conditions. However, some loss is observed
due to excess ionic liquid on the membrane surface [45,46]. Our results are in keeping with these
observations.
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The stability of water insoluble [C6vim+][NTf2-] was determined in water. The result is
shown in Figure 3.11. As can be seen, this SILM is less stable as over a 165 hour period the
conductivity of the water gradually increased. However, our mass transfer results (see Figure 3.8
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and 3.9) indicate that over 165 hours, loss of the ionic liquid did not lead to failure of the SILM.
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Figure 3.10: Variation of conductivity with time for hexane, tetradecane and water containing
membranes with pores filled with (a)[C3vim+][Br−], (b)[C6vim+][Br−], (c)[C8vim+][Br−].
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Taken together these results indicate that the ability to tune the properties of ionic liquids
makes them very attractive for highly specific separations. The development of a SILM is
attractive as it minimizes the volume of expensive ionic liquid that is required. By combining
extraction and back extraction, significant process intensification is possible. Nevertheless,
significant engineering challenges remain regarding module design and the stability of the SILM
will be critical. For practical processes, highly stable SILMS will be required.
If we lose traces of ionic liquid during the separation it will contaminate the component(s)
to be purified and hence the removal of the trace amounts of ionic liquid may be necessary. Though
not part of the current investigation an additional unit operation may be required. For example, as
ionic liquids are known for their very low vapor pressure, while most of the organic compounds
are highly volatile distillation could be feasible. Importantly inclusion of a SILM based separation
in a manufacturing process will depend on the cost of any additional purification steps that may
be required.
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Figure 3.11: Variation of conductivity with time for water containing a membrane with pores
filled with [C6vim+][NTf2-].
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3.4 Conclusions
The results of the investigation conducted here indicate that SILMs may be developed for
very specific separations. Here we have focused on the interaction between p electrons in the solute
and the ions present in the ionic liquid that forms the liquid membrane phase. Given the ability to
tailor the properties of the ionic liquid through the choice of the cation and anion as well as groups
attached to these ions, tremendous potential exists to develop SILMs for highly specific
separations. Our results indicate however that the rate of mass transfer will depend on the interplay
of a number of factors. Simply increasing the degree of conjugation of the solute species does not
guarantee faster rates of mass transfer.
Though supported liquid membranes are attractive for energy efficient separations that can
lead to significant process intensification, the stability of the liquid membrane remains a major
challenge. Ionic liquids are attractive as their properties can be tailored to minimize loss of the
liquid membrane. Our results indicate that it will be essential to optimize the properties of the ionic
liquid in order to maximize the stability in practical applications of SILMs for liquid phase
separations.
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Svetlana DePaz, Yu-Hsuan Chiao, and S. Ranil Wickramasinghe “Poly(ionic liquid) augmented
membranes for π electron induced separation/fractionation of aromatics” Journal of Membrane
Science, 2019.
(Reproduced with permission from reference [88], copyright (2019) Journal of Membrane
Science.)
Abstract
Novel polyionic liquid (PIL) augmented membranes were fabricated using pressure
assisted self-assembly and employed for π- electron cloud mediated separation of aromatics from
their aliphatic homologues, which are otherwise difficult to achieve by conventional size exclusion
based membrane filtration. The electron withdrawing/electron donating substituents on the
aromatic ring, which can lead to an overall change in the π cloud density on the aromatic ring, can
be employed in fractionating such aromatics such as benzene, toluene, p-xylene, nitrobenzene.
High π electron could density due to extended conjugation over more than one aromatic ring was
also utilized in the fractionation of benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, and phenanthrene. The most
interestingly, these membranes were demonstrated to have preferential separation of one
stereoisomer over others. The preferential separation of trans-stilbene over cis-stilbene was
attributed to stereochemical arrangement assisted deviating from planarity of aromatic moieties of
the later resulting deterioration of overall extended conjugation and π electron cloud
delocalization. These PIL membranes also exhibited the preferential separation of regioisomers of
bipyridine. These PIL augmented membranes were found to stable in the presence of mainly non-
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polar organic diluents due to the π- stacking interaction between the aromatic phenylic moieties of
the polyimide support and aromatic pyridinium moieties of the poly (ionic liquid) polymers.
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4.1 Introduction
Membrane technology has played a major role in developing more effective separation
processes to produce downstream products with reducing consumption of raw materials and
energy and the minimization of wastewater and solid waste [1–3]. The organic compounds are
widely used as solvents in industries. A large amount of organic compounds wastewater is
discharged into the aqueous environment from manufacturing, transportation, and purposeful
disposal sources [4]. Because most of these chemicals are classified as flammable, toxic and
carcinogenic substances, their present in aqueous surroundings in large amounts may have an
adverse impact on water quality and thus serious risk on public and welfare health. Membrane
processes have been introduced to water and wastewater treatment as a promising breakthrough
technology to resolve water scarcity for the removal of microcontaminants. Recycling of water for
the potential reuse and recovery of byproducts has been linked with membrane processes in
industrial operations scale and various membrane processes are employed in the treatment of
potable water, domestic and industrial wastewater [5,6].
In the petrochemical industry, separation and fractionation of the aromatics with different
molecular weight is of major concern. Nowadays, the production of many aliphatic and cyclo
chemicals has proceeded via the catalytic hydrogenation of aromatics at high temperatures such as
the hydration of benzene to synthesis cyclohexane. Thus, the unreacted precursors should be
separated from the product to produce high purity cyclohexane. Cost deficient technologies have
been currently deployed for such purpose including azeotropic distillation and extractive
distillation for the separation of benzene/ cyclohexane mixtures due to their close boiling points
[7].
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Many researchers lately have explored membrane separation processes, especially the
pervaporation and vapor permeation techniques as alternatives to the conventional processes
because of the high operation costs [8]. Moreover, most of the membrane based separation is either
based on size exclusion or diffusion. With the rapid worldwide industrial development involving
different types of organic solvents, there is an urgent need for the development of the novel
membranes to separate the solvents with the same number of carbon atoms.
Poly(ionic liquid) is the polymer of ionic liquid that has repetitive units [9–11]. They have
the blended unique properties of ionic liquid including a high degree of tenability and
advantageous properties of polymers including a high degree of chemical and mechanical stability.
The delocalized ionic charge on the organic cation in ionic liquid leads to the lowering of the lattice
energy resulting in the liquid nature of these compounds even though they are ionic in nature. The
charge moieties of ionic liquid induce electrostatic interaction, while the uncharged organic tail at
the end of ionic liquid induces the lipophilic character. Moreover, small structural modification in
ionic liquid can be intelligently utilized in order to have an ionic liquid of required
physicochemical properties. The ionic liquid provides some unique chemistry, which otherwise is
unconventional and hence finds a wide range of applications in the field of chemical synthesis,
hydrometallurgy, catalysis, separation, electrochemistry and energy applications [11–15]. The
antimicrobial activity of the ionic liquids and PIL provides an additional advantage in their
biomedical applications and even for wastewater treatment [16,17].
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In the present investigation, such technologically important materials, PIL have been
augmented to provide a selective layer on polyimide porous support to achieve novel
unconventional separation based on π cloud interaction of the PILs and the aromatics in the feed.
Our previous investigation involving the synthesis of ionic liquids and using of supported ionic
liquid membranes demonstrated that the ionic liquid has an affinity towards the π electron cloud
[18–20]. Separation of aromatics from its aliphatic homologues (for example heptane-toluene
separation) is challenging. Several membranes modification involving crosslinking, surface
modification, and incorporation of the metal-organic framework into the membrane have been
investigated [21–23].
However, though some of the results are moderately good, the constant needs of such
separation are still required. As proposed, the π electron cloud density on the feed is the driving
force of these PIL based membranes and hence more extensively conjugate systems would have
more affinity towards the PIL active layer and therefore possible to achieve fractionation between
benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, and phenanthrene. To the best of our knowledge, no other
literature reports such unconventional separation using PIL membranes. However, recently, an
increasing number of authors have suggested stronger adsorption mechanisms between π electron
cloud density of organic compounds and sorption sites at mineral surfaces [24]. Specifically,
electron donor-acceptor (EDA) interactions of aromatic compounds with mineral surfaces have
been suggested that can comprise via either cation-π interactions [25] or n-π EDA interactions
[26].
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Further, the interaction of natural organic matters with aromatic π cloud systems has been
suggested to be involved in π-π aromatic cloud interactions, and polar-π interactions [27].
Therefore, π cloud interaction is proposed to be the driving force for the separation scheme of PIL
membranes, any substituents on the aromatic ring that has electron donating or withdrawing
capability should also be fractionated and the present investigation demonstrated this fact.
Additionally, these PIL membranes are confirmed to be suitable for the preferential separation of
stereochemical isomers: like cis/trans stilbene. The tampering in planarity due to the stereochemical arrangement of one of the isomers leads to deterioration in planarity and hence overall
conjugation. This is the basis of the stereochemical separation achieved in the present case and it
is among the first ever reports involving PIL augmented membranes.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials
2-vinyl pyridine, 4 vinyl pyridine, allyl bromide, toluene, naphthalene, anthracene,
phenanthrene, cis-stilbene, trans-stilbene, n-hexane, n-heptane, n-decane, n-tetradecane,
nitrobenzene have been procured from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany). All the reagents used
in the present case are of analytical grade.
4.2.2 Instrumentation
A sessile drop contact angle goniometer (Model 100) procured from Rame-Hart Instrument
Company, Netcong, NJ was used for the measurement of water contact angle. A Nova Nanolab
200 Duo-Beam Workstation procured from FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon was used for scanning electron
microscopic (SEM) imaging and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopic investigations. IR Affinity
with a horizontal ZnSe accessary; procured from Shimadzu, Columbia, MD, USA was used for
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic analysis. The 1H NMR analysis of the synthesized
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PILs was done using 300 MHz spectrometer (Model No: AVANCE 300) procured from Bruker,
Billerica, MA using BBO probe. UV–Vis spectrometer, GENESIS 10 S UV-V procured from
Thermo Scientific Waltham, MA was used for the determination of different aromatic compounds
used in the present case. Atomic force microscopic (AFM) imaging was done using a Bruker
instrument (Santa Barbara, CA). Thermo Fisher 18 MΩ Barnstead Smart2Pure system procured
from Schwerte, Germany was used for the production of deionized water used throughout the
investigation. The conductivity was estimated using a conductivity-meter procured from VWR,
Radnor, PA.

4.2.3. Synthesis of polyimide support
A 24 wt% solution of P84, provided by HP Polymer GmbH, Austria, stirred and degassed
for 24 h. Then it was cast on nonwoven PET using a knife (200 µm), provided by Membrane
Science Inc., Taiwan. The membrane thus formed was used for crosslinking using 1–6hexamethylenediamine (HMD) in isopropyl alcohol [28]. Then the resulting membrane was rinsed
with isopropyl alcohol in order to remove the excess crosslinking agent. Then the membrane was
kept inside the solution mixture of PEG400-isopropyl alcohol with a composition of 3:2. Finally,
overnight air drying for the removal of isopropyl alcohol resulted in the polyimide support used
for the present investigation. Figure 4.1 schematically presents the crosslinking between P84 and
HMD.
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Figure 0.1: The schematic presentation of the crosslinking between P84 and HMD for the
fabrication of the support material.
3.2.4 Synthesis of PILs
A mixture of 2-vinyl pyridine (2.5 mol) and allyl bromide (2.5 mol) was used for one pot
synthesis of the PIL as reported earlier [18]. The mixture was stirred on a temperature controlled
shaker at 333 K with a stirring speed of 100 rpm for 30 min. A yellow polymeric solid was
obtained, which got separated from the medium. The solid was washed thrice with ethyl acetate
thereafter for the removal of the trapped unreacted precursors. Lastly, it was dried and stored in a
sealed glass container for the preparation of a PIL solution. A similar procedure was followed for
the synthesis of the PIL from 4-vinyl pyridine. The light pink color solid polymer obtained by this
method was dried overnight prior to further use.
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3.2.5 PIL augmentation by pressure assisted self-assembly
The aqueous 1 mg/mL of PIL solution was pressurized to pass through the polyimide
support into a pressurized Buchner funnel at 5 bar (72.52 psi) to create a selective layer on top
[29]. The filtrate was collected and conductivity was measure in order to ensure that no PIL is
coming out of the system. Figure 4.2 schematically presents the pressure assisted self-assembly
set up.

Figure 0.2: The schematic presentation for pressure assisted self-assembly to form PIL augmented
membranes.
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3.2.6 Performance
The membrane performance was tested by a series of filtration experiments carried out at
100 psi using a large pressurized Buchner funnel filtration system. The filtrate was collected in a
glass beaker and covered with foil and parafilm to counteract volatility. The effective area of the
membrane was 17.35 cm2, with the diameter being 4.7 cm. Flux data were recorded at 30 s
intervals using the Balinx Flux Program and a computer connected weight balance. Permeate
samples of 2 mL were collected in a small centrifuge tube during each filtration for UV–VIS
Absorption testing of the aromatics. The feed solutions were prepared by mixing the corresponding
compound in a sonicator for 30 min to have homogeneous solutions. Deadend filtration mode was
employed throughout the experiments. UV–vis spectroscopic technique was used for calculating
the separation/fractionation factors of the separation schemes. Since all these compounds are
aromatic and have extended conjugation, they have a very distinct absorption wavelength as shown
in table A 3.1. Calibration curves were established for each compound with regression coefficients
of more than 0.999. The aromatics in the filtrates were tested by UV–VIS absorption spectroscopy
at respective wavelengths and the calibration curves were utilized for the concentration calculation.
All the data reported in the present investigation is the average of triplicate measurements with
associated errors (unless otherwise specified).
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4.3 Result and discussion
4.3.1. Characterization
4.3.1.1 NMR spectroscopy
The pyridinium based PILs have been synthesized in a single step combining the
quaternization of vinyl pyridine isomers followed by self-polymerization using our previous
literature. The synthesis of the PILs from 2 vinyl pyridine and 4 vinyl pyridine has been evidenced
by their 1H-NMR spectra shown in Figure 4.3. The magnetic non-equivalence of the 1Hs was
quantified in terms of different δ values. The δ value at 8.968 ppm corresponds to ortho H to
pyridinium N for PIL from 2 vinyl pyridine. For PIL from 4 vinyl pyridine with 2 such ortho Hs
showed a peak at δ 8.896 ppm (termed as 1). For 2 vinyl pyridine analogue, peaks at δ 8.018 ppm
and 8.508 ppm, were attributed to the magnetically non-equivalent meta Hs, termed as 2 and 4,
respectively. For 4 vinyl analogue, these 2 meta Hs were found to be magnetically equivalent and
exhibit a single peak at δ 8.021 ppm. For 2 vinyl pyridine homologue the para H showed a peak at
8.813 ppm, while no such para proton was present for the 2 vinyl pyridine homologue (termed as
3). The H in between pyridinium N and allylic C (marked as 5) was found to show very high δ
values as 5.117 and 5.215 for 2 and 4 vinyl pyridinium PILs, respectively. This peak corresponds
to two protons. The single H attached to sp2 C having alkyl substitution showed a peak at 6.125
ppm for 2 vinyl pyridine PIL, whereas that for 4 vinyl homologue showed at 6.239 ppm. The two
protons attached to the terminal sp2 C from allylic groups for both the PIL isomers showed a peak
at δ 5.303 and 5.423 ppm, respectively. The peaks in the range δ 0.9 – 2.4 or broad peak in this
region can be attributed to methylic and ethylic Hs individually or such Hs with very small
magnetic nonequivalence leading to unresolvable broad structure.
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Figure 0.3: The NMR spectra along with the synthetic scheme for the PIL obtained from 2 and 4
isomers of vinyl pyridine.
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4.3.1.2 Water contact angle
Pressure assisted self-assembly of such PIL isomers on the polyimide support led to
alteration of the surface properties of the resulting membrane. Though the polyimide support
material is hydrophilic in nature, the augmentation of PILs on the polyimide surface was found to
further enhanced the hydrophilicity of the membrane surface as shown in figure 4.4. The water
contact angle for the polyimide surface was measured as 82º, which dropped down to 36º and 32º
for 2 vinyl and 4 vinyl pyridine PIL membranes, respectively. The induction in hydrophilicity can
easily be explained based on repetitive units of ionic liquids having charge separation inducing a
high degree of electrostatic interaction with the water molecules. The water contact angle was
measured in dynamic mode revealed almost no or negligible change in water contact angle and
hence the hydrophilicity of the PIL augmented membrane surface over a period of 20 s.

Figure 4.4: Dynamic water contact angle measurement for PIL augmented membranes.
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4.3.1.3 Surface morphology
The surface morphology of the PIL augmented membranes have been investigated through
scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy as shown in figure 4.5. The
augmentation of PIL on membrane surface has also been evidenced by energy dispersive X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. The cross sectional SEM images revealed the presence of dense PIL
on the porous polyimide surface with a thickness of ~ 200 nm for both the membranes. The EDX
spectra revealed that on augmentation of PILs lead to enhancement of N peak attributed to the
repeated pyridinium unit. The appearance of Br peak can also be attributed to the existence of
polymers of vinyl pyridinium bromide isomers. The self-assembled pressure assisted PILs
deposition also led to a significant reduction in O peaks. The AFM images revealed a
comparatively rough surface, which might be due to the repetitive presence of aromatic pyridinium
moieties. The mean roughness (Ra); root mean square of Z values (Rr) and maximum vertical
distance between the highest and lowest data points (Rmax) for these two membranes were
evaluated as 28.5 nm, 42 nm and 313 nm respectively for 2 vinyl pyridinium bromide PIL
augmented membrane, while that for 4 vinyl isomer was found to be 29.7 nm, 40 nm, and 378 nm,
respectively.
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Figure 0.5: Surface morphology of PIL augmented membranes by SEM (surface and cross
sectional view), EDX spectroscopy and AFM (2D and 3D view) for 2 vinyl pyridine and 4 vinyl
pyridine membranes.
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4.3.1.4 FTIR
The FTIR spectra were used in order to evidence the modification in the surface
functionalities after augmentation of PILs as displayed in figure 4.6. The FTIR spectra of the
polyimide support exhibited two distinct peaks ~ 1534 cm-1 and 1648 cm-1, corresponding to the
amide moieties of the polymer. The overall spectrum resembles with the FTIR spectra reported for
polyimide support with crosslinking [31]. On incorporation of PILs, primarily, the intensity of
these characteristic peaks of polyimide moieties were reduced, while some additional sets of peaks
appeared in range of 880 – 1468 cm−1 correspond to the PIL obtained from 2 vinyl pyridine, [32]
while for the PIL of 4 vinyl pyridine augmented membrane, additional peaks (in the range of 1214–
1468 cm−1 and 1588–1858 cm−1) characteristics of PIL of 4 vinyl pyridine were observed [33].
The peaks with 3000–3700 cm−1 can be attributed to the presence of pyridine moieties [33].
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Figure 0.6: The FTIR spectra for PIL augmented membranes and polyimide support.
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4.3.2 Applications
4.3.2.1 Separation of aromatic from aliphatic homologue
The membrane based separation mainly based on the size exclusion technique. However,
very few works of literature demonstrating different driving forces to achieve unconventional
separation. In this section, separation of aromatic from the aliphatic homologues with the same
number of carbon atoms has been attempted, which otherwise very difficult by conventional size
exclusion based membrane technology. The feed was containing aromatic: aliphatic (1: 99) v%
was used in the present investigation. The separation factor for benzene from hexane was found to
be ~ 60 and 64 for 2 vinyl and 4 vinyl pyridinium PIL augmented membranes, respectively. The
separation efficiency for toluene from the toluene-heptane mixture was found to be more than that
of benzene. The separation factor was found to follow the trend: anthracene from anthracenetetradecane> naphthalene from naphthalene-decane mixture> p-xylene from p-xylene-octane
mixture> toluene from toluene-heptane mixture> benzene from benzene hexane mixture. The
selectivity of these PIL augmented membrane towards aromatic over aliphatic compound was
attributed to the suitable π electronic interaction between aromatic pyridinium moieties in
membrane surface and the aromatic in the feed solution [34–37]. Figure 4.7 shows the separation
of aromatic compounds from their aliphatic homologues using PIL augmented membranes.
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Figure 0.7: Separation of aromatics from aliphatic homologues using PIL augmented membranes.

If our argument is correct, then the increase/decrease in π electron density on the compound
present in the feed solution will influence the separation factor. For toluene, the +inductive effect
of methyl group enhanced the electron density on the benzene ring and hence enhancing the
separation factor, while for p-xylene, two methyl groups at para position further enhances the π
cloud density on benzene ring also evidence from the separation factor. Naphthalene exhibits the
delocalization of π electron cloud over ten carbon atoms. This enhancement in electron cloud
further enhances the separation factor, while for anthracene, the π electron cloud is further
delocalized over three rings having fourteen carbon atoms, showing maximum separation factor.
Moreover, the increase in the number of carbon atoms in aliphatic homologues leads to
enhancement in their overall size resulting in more improvement in the separation factor.
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The separation factor using 4 vinyl pyridine PIL membrane was found to be more for all
the aromatics compared to the 2 vinyl isomers. In case of 2 vinyl pyridinium PIL, the vinylic
substituent at position 2 in pyridinium ring and allyl substituent on pyridinium N resides in very
close proximity might result in a little deterioration from planarity and hence marginal reduction
in π cloud density on ionic liquid compared to 4 vinyl pyridinium PIL, wherein both the
substituents are far apart (in para position). Table 4.1 summarizes the relative compositions of the
permeate and permeate flux through these novel PIL modified membranes. The initial flux values
for different membranes vary based on the feed composition, as reported in table 1 summarizes
the relative compositions of the permeate and permeate flux through these novel PIL modified
membranes. Although 2 vinyl pyridine membrane has higher selectivity toward the studied
aromatics, the flux was found to be lower than 4 vinyl pyridine membrane. For both 2 and 4 vinyl
pyridine membranes, the flux data was found to follow the trend of benzene: hexane > toluene:
heptane > xylene: octane > naphthalene: decane > anthracene: tetradecane. This could be explained
by the ease of diffusion for the small molecules in comparison with relatively larger ones through
the membrane.
Table 0.1: Relative compositions for different solvent systems in feed and permeate.
System

benzene: hexane
toluene: heptane
xylene: octane
naphthalene: decane
anthracene: tetradecane

Feed

1:99

2 Vinyl pyridine Permeate
composition
60:40
72:28
79:21
89:11
95:5

Initial flux
(LMH)
59 ± 2
51± 2
24 ± 1
30 ± 3
3.3 ± 0.2

4 Vinyl pyridine Permeate
composition
64:36
76:24
84:16
93:7
97:3

Initial flux
(LMH)
41± 3
42 ± 3
16 ± 2
16 ± 1
3.3 ± 0.3
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4.3.2.2 Nature of substituents in benzene ring on the fractionation
Figure 4.8 reveals the effect of the substituent in the benzene ring on their fractionation
when an equimolar of a mixture of benzene, nitrobenzene, toluene, and p-xylene were employed
as feed solution. Though all the constituents in the feed have π electron density due to their
aromaticity, the extent of the π electron density is highly influenced by the nature of substituents.
The electron withdrawing nitro group in nitrobenzene reduces the π cloud density on the benzene
ring, while the methyl group with + inductive effect enhanced π cloud density for toluene. This
further enhances by substituting two methyl groups in para position to each other. As a matter of
fact, the fractionation factor was found to follow the trend of p-xylene > toluene > nitrobenzene >
benzene.

Figure 0.8: The effect of substituents in benzene ring on the fractionation of aromatics by PIL
augmented membranes.
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4.3.2.3 Influence of the extended conjugation on the fractionation
The influence of extended delocalization over more than one benzene ring has been
investigated using an equimolar amount of benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, and phenanthrene.
Benzene with minimum π electron cloud delocalization over one six membered aromatic rings
showed the least fractionation factor in the permeate. Naphthalene with two aromatic rings in
conjugation exhibits more π electron density resulting in improved fractionation factor. The
electron density further increases for anthracene and phenanthrene, where three aromatic rings are
involved [40–42]. Another interesting thing required to be mentioned is that, though anthracene
and phenanthrene both have three aromatic rings for extended delocalization, their fractionation
factor was yet different. The stereochemical arrangement of these two isomers might lead to an
influence on the planarity or the π electron density on the aromatic system. This might be
responsible for the difference in their fractionation factors. To understand the actual reason, further
investigation is necessary, yet this result provides us another opportunity to explore the separation
of stereoisomers associated with π systems. Figure 4.9 shows the fractionation results for benzene,
naphthalene, anthracene, and phenanthrene using these PIL augmented membranes.
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Figure 0.9: The effect of extended conjugation on the fractionation of aromatics by PIL augmented
membranes.
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4.3.2.4 Separation of stereoisomers
The π electron induced stereoisomer separation has also been attempted using cis and trans
stilbene. A feed containing cis:trans stilbene in 70:30 ratio has been subjected to filtration. The
separation factor for trans isomer was found to be 1.70 and 1.96 for the 2 and vinyl pyridine PIL
augmented membranes, respectively. In cis isomer, the presence of two phenyl rings on the same
side of the alkene groups may lead to deterioration from the planarity between these two phenyl
groups and alkene moiety [43,44]. Consequently, the extended conjugation involving two phenyl
rings bridged through the alkene moiety is lost for cis isomer. On the other hand, trans isomer does
not have such stereo-chemical constrain to lose the extended conjugation. Therefore, trans stilbene
isomer has been preferentially separated from the cis-trans mixture. Figure 4.10 shows the
separation factors for trans isomer from a cis-trans mixture using these PIL augmented membranes.

Figure 4.10: Separation of stereoisomer of stilbene using PIL augmented membranes.
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4.3.2.5 Separation of regioisomers
An attempt was also made using these PIL augmented membranes to separate regioisomers
of bipyridine. A feed containing an equal concentration of 2,2ʹ bipyridine and 4,4ʹ bipyridine in
hexane was allowed to filter through these PIL augmented membranes in dead end mode. The
separation factors for both the membranes were found to be similar and a preferential separation
of 4,4ʹ bipyridine over 2,2ʹ bipyridine regioisomer (PIL from 2 vinyl pyridine augmented
membrane: 1.70 and that of 4 vinyl pyridine: 1.76). The close proximity of two nitrogen in 2,2ʹ
bipyridine conformation might be responsible for a slight deterioration of the planarity between
two pyridine rings, which is expected to be retained for 4,4ʹ bipyridine. Consequently, the extended
resonance between two pyridine rings in 4,4ʹ isomer provides more π electron density for
interaction with the active layer of membrane and hence got preferential separation. Figure 4.11
presents the separation factors for these two regioisomers for the PIL augmented membranes.

Figure 0.11: Separation of two regioisomers of bipyridine using PIL augmented membranes.
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4.3.3 Stability of the PIL augmented membranes
Since the PIL augmentation is done by pressure assisted self-assembly method, the stability
of the PIL augmented membranes can be a major concern even though we are getting very exciting
separation results. The PIL augmented membranes were subjected to equilibration with the feed
solutions encountered for separation and the conductivity of the supernatant solutions was
monitored. Any dissolution of PIL would lead to enhancement in conductivity. All the organic
solvents used in the present case did not show any change in conductivity over a time of 350 hours,
while in the presence of water the conductivity was found to increase very rapidly with time. This
investigation revealed that these PIL augmented membranes are highly stable in organic non-polar
solvent media, while not stable in aqueous media or maybe any polar or protic solvents. The high
degree of stability of these PIL augmented membranes might be due to high π stacking interaction
between the aromatic moieties from polyimide support and the PILs [18,37]. This also is clearly
demonstrated that a small amount of water impurity in the solvent can be problematic for the
stability of these PIL augmented membranes. The stability test for these PIL augmented
membranes have been depicted in figure 4.12.
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Figure 0.12: The stability of PIL augmented membranes in different organic solvents of interest.

4.4 Conclusions
One-pot synthesis of novel pyridinium based PILs were augmented on polyimide porous
support by pressure assisted self-assembly and employed for unconventional π electron mediated
separation of aromatics from a mixture of their aliphatic homologues: benzene-hexane, tolueneheptane, xylene-octane, naphthalene- decane, anthracene-tetradecane. The aromatic compounds
with more electron cloud density were found to get separated preferentially. The fractionation
trend was observed to follow nitrobenzene < benzene < toluene < p-xylene, and was attributed to
the electron withdrawing effect of the nitro group and electron cloud enhancing + inductive effect
of methyl group/s. The fractionation of the aromatic moieties showed an order: phenanthrene >
anthracene > naphthalene > benzene that was caused by extended conjugation in terms of the
number of benzene rings. These PIL augmented membranes were found to have preferential
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separation factors for trans stilbene compared to its stereoisomer due to the stereochemical
arrangement of cis isomer. The proximity of the two benzene rings might results in loss of planarity
in the most stable conformation, causing deviation from overall conjugation and hence reduced
the extended π electron density. These PIL augmented membranes were also utilized for the
separation of regioisomers of bipyridine (2,2ʹ and 4,4ʹ). A preferential separation of 4,4ʹ isomer
was reported probably due to the proximity of two nitrogen in 2,2ʹ isomer conformation. These
membranes were also found to be stable in the presence of non-polar, non-aqueous, common
organic solvents used in the present study.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Direction
5.1 Conclusions
A membrane is basically illustrated as a barrier that selectively permeates targeted species
while preventing the transport of other species. Membrane based separation provides clean,
economically viable, easy to operate, efficient separation procedure with the ease of large
industrial scale adaptation. Hence, developing membrane separation processes have continued to
accelerate for the last couple of decades resulting in new technology [1]. To expand membrane
applications in separation science, researchers have started looking at nonconventional separation
mechanisms. Membranes are generally characterized by their pore size and solute sieving
coefficient and hence transport through the pores requires the size of the pores to be smaller than
the diameter of the unwanted components. Lately, novel approaches have been explored by
scientists to make the most use of membranes in separation areas where conventional mechanisms
have not met the demand.
This Ph.D. dissertation explored the use of ionic liquids and polymerized ionic liquids in
membrane technology for continuous separation processes of aqueous and non-aqueous systems
that have low energy consumption, small footprint equipment, and enhanced membrane properties.
The central theme of this research was to exploit the extradentary properties of ionic liquids in
supported ionic liquid membranes and deadend filtration. The fractionation of aromatic
compounds, as well as their separation from their monologue aliphatic molecules, was investigated
by means of the supported ionic liquid membrane and deadend nanofiltration. The effects of
different anion associated with ILs and the length of the side chain attached were also investigated.
Cl, Br, and LiNTf2 were used to study the effect of anions on the separation process. Furthermore,
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the lifespan of membrane processes is crucial so the membrane stability for long term operation
challenged with polar and nonpolar solvents was also explored.
Imidazolium based 3 SILMs were successfully prepared and utilized for the π electron
induced separation: separation of toluene, styrene, and divinylbenzene in hexane medium and
separation of congo red, eichrome black T and ramazol brilliant blue R from aqueous medium.
The presence of imidazolium ring stretching frequency attributed to the exposure of pore mouth
on the surface along with the characteristic of the PTFE membrane was signified with FTIR and
confirmed by SEM. The affinity of ionic liquid towards the π electron cloud was found to be the
driving force for the separation resulting the separation efficiency as divinylbenzene > styrene >
toluene, while in case of dyes the complicated electronic configuration combining the π electron
cloud along with cation π electron cloud interaction resulted in the preferred selectivity of congo
red. However, no clear conclusion was drawn for the favorable transport of congo red over other
dyes in aqueous solution and further research is indeed required to understand the transport
mechanism and their interaction with ionic liquids.
Different membrane material was also utilized to prepare SILMs with imidazolium based
ILs and employed for unconventional π electron mediated fractionation of aromatics. Here the
influence of extended conjugation over more than one benzene ring was investigated using an
equimolar amount of benzene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene. The fractionation of the aromatic
molecules followed the order phenanthrene > naphthalene > benzene was attributed to extended
conjugation of the number of benzene rings. Aromatic moieties with higher electron cloud density
had favorable interaction with ionic liquids moieties resulted in higher % transport. Further, ionic
liquids with different alkyl side chain length were impregnated in the same substrate. The results
showed that ionic liquids with shorter side chains and higher viscosity in the case of [C3vim+][Br−]
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membrane had lower % transport while % transport increased gradually for [C6vim+][Br−], and
[C8vim+][Br−] membranes, respectively. The larger the contacting surface area at the interface
between the feed and impregnated ionic liquid, the higher % transport of species through the carrier
to the receiver phase.
The π electron induced stereoisomer separation was attempted using cis and trans stilbene.
[C3vim+][Br−] membrane was found to have approximately similar % transport rate for cis and
trans stilbene compared with [C6vim+][Br−], and [C8vim+][Br−] membranes. However, the
separation factor for trans stilbene is increased as the ionic liquid alkyl length decreases with the
highest value of 1.48 for [C3vim+][Br−] membrane which is attributed to the viscosity of the ionic
liquid. SILMs were found to have a selective separation for trans stilbene over its stereoisomer.
This is explained by the fact that the stereo-chemical arrangement of cis isomer the loss of the
planarity in the case of cis stilbene results in weaker interaction with the ionic liquid carrier through
extended pi cloud interaction. One of the inherited drawbacks associated with supported liquid
membranes in general is their stability over long term operation. Due to a small transmembrane
pressure or mutual solubility with the feed/receiver phase, the carrier tends to leach out from the
membrane matrix causing the loss of its selectivity. Thus, during this research, membrane stability
was carefully tested. The stability of the SILM was evaluated for up to 60 days revealing SILMs
with water soluble ionic liquid is highly stable in hexane while the water insoluble ionic liquid in
water. Generally, water soluble SILMs were also found to be stable in the presence of nonpolar
and nonaqueous organic solvents while the stability of SILM degraded in the presence the water.
Also, ionic liquids with higher viscosity showed better stability due to the stronger capillary forces
with the membrane substrate.
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Another approach for incorporating PILs in membranes was through direct deposition on
the membrane surface. In this part of the dissertation, one pot synthesis of novel pyridinium based
PILs were augmented on polyimide porous support by pressure assisted self-assembly and later
employed for unconventional π electron mediated separation of aromatics from a mixture their
aliphatic homologues as following: benzene-hexane, toluene-heptane, xylene-octane, naphthalenedecane, anthracene-tetradecane. It was shown that aromatic moieties with a high electron cloud
density were found to get separated preferentially over their aliphatic homologues. The
fractionation of the aromatic moieties was possible and found to follow the order: phenanthrene>
anthracene> naphthalene> benzene. This was attributed to extended conjugation in terms of the
number of benzene rings. Separation of stereoisomers is challenging in chemical processes due to
their very close physicochemical properties. These PIL augmented membranes were found to have
preferential separation factor for trans stilbene compared to its stereoisomer, which is due to the
fact that the stereo-chemical arrangement of cis isomer leads to the proximity of the two benzene
rings might results in loss of planarity in the most stable conformation, resulting deviation from
overall conjugation and hence extended π electron density. These PIL augmented membranes were
also utilized for the separation of regioisomers of bipyridine (2,2 and 4,4′). A preferential
separation of 4,4′ isomer was reported probably due to the proximity of two nitrogens in 2,2′ isomer
conformation. These membranes were also found to be stable in the presence of non-polar, nonaqueous, common organic solvents used in the present study.
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5.2 Future Direction and Suggestion
For future consideration regarding the use of ionic liquids in membrane technology, the
necessity to develop more robust ionic liquid membranes could happen flowing two routes;
5.2.1 Membrane modification
Across the work of this Ph.D., two different routes were followed to incorporate the ionic
liquids in different membrane substrates, namely; immobilizing ionic liquids inside membrane
pores by means of pressure, and physical coating on top the membrane surface. However, these
two techniques are associated with inherited drawbacks such as the wide window solubility of
ionic liquids in polar solvents and their high viscosity. For future work, the chemical attachment
of ionic liquid monomers on the membrane is highly recommended to be explored for several
reasons. First, membrane stability is a serious technical requirement for a robust membrane process
and chemical modification allows monomer brushes to be part of the membrane matrix and here
nothing except ion exchange could alter surface membrane properties during operation. Second,
although deposition of ionic liquids will improve membrane performance, limited operating
conditions are required since the added layer could be washed out at certain conditions such as a
high flow rate and the use of mutual miscible media. Chemical modification approaches using
atom transfer radical polymerization, UV light, plasma, and interfacial polymerization could be
deployed for the successful attachment of ionic liquid monomers owing to their bulk properties.
However, prior to ionic liquid attachment, surface preparation such as functionalizing membrane
surface might be needed.
5.2.2 Membrane separation techniques
The membrane separation techniques such as microfiltration, ultrafiltration, reverse
osmosis, electrodialysis, and supported liquid membranes, are being used in the industry for the
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separation of different components from solutions. In all the membrane separation processes, the
membrane is used as a barrier for allowing certain components to transport while rejects others.
Though supported liquid membrane has a wide range of advantages over other processes, namely,
the intensified process of extraction and stripping in one unit, low solvent use, and high interfacial
area per unit volume, the process is associated with some disadvantages. Membrane stability is the
major concern for implementing SILM in industrial scale. Further, the loss of the carrier from the
membrane pores by evaporation or mutual dissolution or dispersion into feed or receiver phases is
of major concern. The loss of membrane carrier results in losing membrane selectivity. Transport
of solutes in SILM takes place by means of diffusion which is relatively slow to compare with
convection transport in other size exclusion membrane processes. Thus, other membrane processes
are proposed here for better performance. Vapor permeation seems to be the most suitable process
to adopt. During the vapor permeation process, the feed is heated up to generate a vapor phase for
the targeted solute to transfer through a semipermeable membrane which could be easily modified
with ionic liquids using a similar protocol to the one used in SILM preparation. Here membrane
stability is not a concern since ionic liquids are known for their zero or negligible vapor pressure.
Also, the stripping phase occurs faster than SILM because of the use of vacuum.
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Appendices
Appendix I
Pi electron cloud mediated separation of aromatics using supported ionic liquid (SIL)
membrane having antibacterial activity
*This chapter is adapted from a published paper by Mahmood Jebur, Arijit Sengupta, Yu-Hsuan
Chiao, Mohanad Kamaz, Xianhong Qian, Ranil Wickramasinghe “Pi electron cloud mediated
separation of aromatics using supported ionic liquid (SIL) membrane having antibacterial
activity” Journal of Membrane Science, 2018.
The structure of the tested dyes and aromatic compounds are illustrated in figure A.I.

Figure A.1: Chemical structure of dyes and aromatic compounds.
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Figure A.2: Schematic diagram and photographic picture of the diffusion cell used in
this study.
UV-vis is used to determine the concentration by running a calibration curve prior to the
experiments with a regression coefficient value close to unity for all compounds. The process
started by preparing an aqueous dye solution at 50 mg/L and dilute it 10 times while evaluating
UV absorption at an identical wavelength for each chemical. In the case of aromatic solvents, each
one was diluted hexane by means of volume and quantified by UV until reaching the lowest
detectable concentration of the aromatic diluents. Figure A.II and Figure AIII show the calibration
curves of dyes and aromatic compounds investigated in this study.
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Figure A.3: The linear relationship between concentration and absorption for the dyes
using UV-vis at optimized wavelengths.
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Figure A.4: The linear relationship between concentration and absorption of the
aromatic compounds using UV-vis at optimized wavelengths.
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Appendix II
π Electron induced separation of organic compounds using supported ionic liquid
membranes Detection of aromatic compounds
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) equipped with Luna C18 column (5
µm, size 250*4.6 mm, from Phoenix, USA) was used to detect aromatic compounds and
subsequently determine their fractionation factor. Acetonitrile was used as the mobile phase at a
flow rate of 0.5 mL.min-1 and the column temperature was kept at 29 °C. The injection sample
volume was set to be 20 µL. A diode array detector (DAD) was used to detect the selected
compounds. UV scan spectra was firstly obtained for each compound to specify the maximum
wavelength absorbance. The separation was efficiently obtained and distinctive retention time for
each compound was achieved with regression coefficient value close to one as shown in figure A
2.1.
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Figure A2.1: Standard curves for benzene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene using HPLC
equipped with C18 column.
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HPLC protocol
2.1 Running the HPLC system
1. Load method “EssMartinStartup.N”: DAD 29 oC or set flow rate to 0.1 mL/min.
2. Connect guard column inlet slowly with the flow on (0.1 ml/min) to remove any air bubble
trapped in the column or tubings.
3. Connect small tubing on the column outflow side to remove the sodium azide (column
storage solution) used as eluent to prevent microbial growth.
4. Secure the column with the two metal plates and check if there is any leaking from the
fittings or other connections.
5. Start to collect diluted sodium azide in a beaker and after collecting 3 mL connect the
column to DAD detector.
6. Increase the flow rate gradually from 0.1-0.5 mL/min over 30 min which is the operating
flow rate.
7. Now load method “Mohanadaromatics.N” and check the column pressure is within the set
range. Then name the samples in the sequence table save it under the known name it a
designated file and start the run.
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2.2 Removing the column
1. Once the runs are over the shutdown method will automatically be activated and the flow
rate will go down to 0.1 mL/min with a (50:50 v) mixture of acetonitrile: water eluent.
2. Disconnect column outlet from the system.
3. Connect small tubing on the column outflow side to collect the sodium azide in a separate
beaker.
4. Disconnect the column and cap both ends and now can be stored at room temperature.
2.3 Backflushing the C18 column
1. To backflush the column in case of increasing the pressure across the column, connect the
column reversely to the pump.
2.

Connect the other end of the column to a short tube where it ends in a collecting beaker.

3. Strat flushing the column with 100% acetonitrile at 0.2 mL/min for at least 3 h or once the
eluent volume collected is 6 times the column volume.
4. Then it’s followed by a sequence of flushing with isopropyl alcohol, methanol, and
chloroform if needed for an overnight.
5. Stop the flow rate and disconnect the column and connect it back to the HPLC in the right
direction and run the mobile phase at 0.2 mL/min.
6. Leave the column running for at least 3 hours and check the pressure. If it is needed repeat
the same flushing protocol with a more nonpolar solvent such as hexane to remove
hydrophobic compounds trapped inside the column media.
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Appendix III
Poly(ionic liquid) augmented membranes for π electron induced separation/fractionation of
aromatics
Table A3.1: Chemical structure of compounds used in this chapter and their distinct
absorption wavelength with UV-Vis.
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